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ABSTRACT
Today, only images remain of the lost Grande Chasse of the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris, the
fantastical reliquary cupboard built to house the twenty-two relics of the Passion acquired in
1239 by the sainted King Louis IX (r. 1226-1270). Since its destruction during the French
Revolution, images of the Grande Chasse have been used to reconstruct the appearance of the
cabinet. Depictions of the Chasse survive in a variety of illuminated manuscripts and printed
media, spanning five centuries of French rule. What is often overlooked within the discussion of
Chasse imagery are the reasons behind the commissions.
Here for the first time, images of the Chasse are the subject of focused, art-historical
study. This thesis catalogues and studies surviving images of the lost reliquary cabinet and its
contents, offering new insights regarding the patronage and function of illustrations of the
Grande Chasse. Particular attention is paid to books of hours and liturgical manuscripts from the
fourteenth through fifteenth centuries. Also considered is the reemergence of a particular image
(which I term the ‘still life’ image of the Chasse) in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
Lastly, an exploration is conducted of the only print made during the life of the Chasse. This
thesis demonstrates tensions surrounding succession were the catalyst that inspired many of the
commissions. So, too, did the need for personal reaffirmation of status during these tumultuous
times.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE GRANDE CHASSE AND PRÉCIS OF CHAPTERS
From its stone Gothic exterior and stained glass windows, it is difficult to guess that the
inside of the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris is a jeweled repository, seemingly built of colored light and
filled with lavish decoration. The chapel (Figures 1.0, 2.0) was consecrated on April 26, 1248 as
an annex to the Capetian royal palace and has been celebrated since as a French national
monument. The building was constructed under the patronage of the French king, Louis IX (r.
1226-70) and formed part of a monumental architectural, political, and religious undertaking.1
The king, later known as Saint Louis, richly decorated the interior, placing a platform at the east
altar end of the Sainte-Chapelle. The Grande Chasse (Figure 3.0)— the spectacular reliquary
cabinet around which the space was created—was placed atop the platform under a fantastical
gothic baldachin.2 The Chasse held the twenty-two relics that Louis IX acquired from Baudouin
II of Flanders (r.1247-1305), first Latin emperor of Constantinople.3 The cabinet was likely
created between 1239 and 1248, the years during which the chapel was planned and constructed.
Several documents exist describing the acquisition of relics contained in the Chasse.4 The SainteChapelle and its royal contents survived until the French Revolution, when revolutionaries
stormed the complex due to its intimate association with royal authority. The chapel was sacked,
the royal relics dispersed, and the Chasse destroyed by 1791.
Fortunately, multiple images of the Grande Chasse survive. The images were produced
between the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries and created in a variety of media, including
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manuscript illumination, stained glass, and print. Images of the chapel and the Chasse played an
important role in reconstructing the original appearance of the Saint-Chapelle interior. Chasse
images have also been utilized to catalogue and describe the lost reliquaries, to understand the
original appearance of the Chasse, and to understand how the relic collection functioned within
the liturgy. Despite their art-historical value, images of the Grande Chasse have never before
been considered as a group. This thesis offers the first art-historical analysis of the images
depicting the Grande Chasse at the Saint-Chapelle in Paris and its contents. This analysis goes
beyond consideration of the documentary function of the images to address depictions of the
Chasse and its contents as art-historically significant objects. Here I catalogue and study
surviving depictions of the reliquary cabinet, considering chronology, and offer new insights
regarding how the images of the Grande Chasse and its contents served those who commissioned
them.
I.

THE GRANDE CHASSE AT THE SAINTE-CHAPELLE

Following the destruction resulting from the Revolution, the Sainte-Chapelle underwent
an architectural and decorative restoration, completed in 1855. The Grande Chasse, however,
was never physically reconstructed.5 Robert Branner conceptually reconstructed the original
appearance of the Chasse in a seminal article, "The Grande Chasse of the Sainte-Chapelle"
(1971).6 Without any surviving documentation that might provide specific measurements and
descriptions of the lost cabinet, Branner utilized images made before the eighteenth century to
piece together how the Chasse looked prior to its destruction.
According to Branner, the Chasse was exhibited at the east end of the Sainte-Chapelle,
placed on a platform and raised above eye level. 7 The platform was surmounted by an honorific
baldachin crowned with gothic pinnacles, emphasizing the Chasse as a focal point within the
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chapel. A tribune screen with three arches was added to the front of the baldachin, further
decorating the space and physically setting the Chasse apart from the rest of the chapel. The
entire Chasse could swivel on a base to face the west end for display. Branner described the
Chasse as a large silver cabinet with doors that opened to allow access to the reliquary collection.
Three gilt reliefs on the sides of the cabinet depicted the Flagellation, the Crucifixion, and the
Resurrection.8 Importantly, Branner noted that not all surviving images of the Grande Chasse
are helpful or accurate in their depiction. He discarded post-destruction, nineteenth-century
engravings of the Grande Chasse as fictive, suggesting that images from manuscripts produced
during the life of the Chasse (Figure 3.0) were far more accurate. For example, the author
contended that images made after destruction of the Chasse by Sauveur-Jérôme Morand (Figure
4.0) for the Histoire de la ste-chapelle royale du palais (1790) focused erroneously on a more
neoclassical design and featured fabricated additions including sculpted lions.9
The Grande Chasse initially contained twenty-two reliquaries, all of which are catalogued
in a letter exchanged between Saint Louis and Baudouin in 1247.10 The collection included, most
notably, relics from the Passion of Christ, specifically the Crown of Thorns, the True Cross, the
Blood of Christ, the Holy Sponge, and the Lance. Later relic additions included the Staff of
Peter.11 The reliquary collection is widely documented and, most recently, was considered by
Jannic Durand and Avisseau-Broustet in Le Trésor de la Sainte-Chapelle (2011).12 This
catalogue, produced in conjunction with an exhibition held at the Louvre, exhaustively
documents the provenance of each relic. Primary source documentation reproduced by Durand
and Avisseau-Broustet reconstructs the appearance of the now-lost reliquaries that held the
precious objects.13
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The reliquary containers once held in the Chasse have been destroyed or lost over time,
but images of the cabinet have proven helpful in documenting the original appearance of the
collection.14 The literature devoted to individual relics of the Chasse is too vast to document
here, but an overview of the types of studies dedicated to specific objects can be understood via
scholarship focusing on the Relic of the True Cross and the Crown of Thorns. Literature on the
Capetian True Cross includes the work of G.E.A. Gosselin (1828), and Michel Dillange (1985),
who discuss the relic as part of the royal collection.15 The original Capetian Crown of Thorns
reliquary does not survive, and the relic has altered from its thirteenth-century form, dismantled
over the years when spines from the crown were given as gifts from the French kings. The
spines survive in later reliquaries (Figures 5.0 and 6.0). In 1793, the Crown of Thorns relic was
placed in the Cabinet des Antiques in Paris and was later returned to the archbishopric. What
remains of the majority of the Crown of Thorns is held today at Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris,
inside a nineteenth-century reliquary.16
In addition to the Notre-Dame reliquary, other extant ‘spines’ from the Crown of Thorns
and their various reliquaries are the subject of catalogue entries in H. Tait’s Catalogue of the
Waddesdon Bequest in the British Museum (1986) and the exhibition catalogue Treasures of
Heaven (2011), edited by Martina Bagnoli.17 A further example of literature dedicated to the
Crown of Thorns reliquary is J.F. Hayward’s (1974) article chronicling the history of the relics.18
Several reliquaries held in the Chasse prior to its destruction made their way to other churches
for safekeeping.19 Among these was the reliquary containing the Sepulchre stone, once held in
the antiques collection of Cardinal de Belloy at Notre-Dame, but lost after the archbishopric was
sacked in 1831.20 Others of the now-lost royal French relics and reliquaries are described in
exhibition catalogues and articles that address function, reception, and political meaning.21
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Images of the Grande Chasse also aid in understanding the liturgical significance of the
cabinet and the reliquaries it held. As Cynthia Hahn notes in her book Strange Beauty (2011),
relics like those in the Grande Chasse were used in benedictions to bless the faithful and remind
them of the holy presence via the saint’s physical remains.22 The reliquaries were also meditative
objects that served intercessory functions. Although Hahn speaks broadly on the topic of
function, she does use an image of Saint Louis and his collection to explain her theories on relic
use. She cites folio 141v from the illuminated manuscript Chronique de Matthieu Paris (Figure
7.0) showing Saint Louis displaying the reliquaries and blessing the devoted with the objects.23
Images of relics and relic collections are also of import for understanding broader
political and economic concerns. Later woodblock prints dedicated to individual reliquaries and
reliquary collections have been used to illustrate discussions on royal wealth and political
control, although none of the Grande Chasse. For a consideration of the use of relics and
devotional relic imagery, Hahn’s chapter on function in Strange Beauty (2012) is also
invaluable.24 Hahn argues that images of reliquaries functioned as stand-ins for the reliquaries
themselves, like pictures of royal treasuries and collections. The images of the reliquaries
reflected spiritual power, great wealth, and ties to the Holy Land, just like ownership of the relics
themselves.
The function of the Sainte-Chapelle reliquary collection as a statement of royal authority
has also been addressed. Daniel H. Weiss (1995, 1998) discussed the entire Sainte-Chapelle
architectural and decorative program as a Capetian attempt to make Paris a new Jerusalem. In
France and the Holy Land: Frankish Culture at the End of the Crusades (2004), a book focused
on the politics of art and crusades at the time of Saint Louis, Weiss referenced the collection of
Passion relics held in the Grande Chasse as powerful evidence of Saint Louis’s strong political
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ties with the Holy Land. Weiss points out that the baldachin that covered the Chasse strongly
resembled Gothic representations of the Temple of Solomon (Figure 8.0).25 Louis IX was able to
convey secular power as the wealthy owner of such a fantastical space with international ties to
the near East. Creating the Chasse also granted him religious authority as the steward of holy
objects in the new, western Jerusalem. There is an exhaustive amount of literature dedicated to
life of Louis IX. Illuminated manuscripts with folios detailing the translation of the Passion
relics from Constantinople to France have been used by Marianne Cecilia Gaposchkin (2008)
and William C. Jordan (1979) to discuss the sainted king’s history as a religious ruler (Figure
10.0).26 Images connecting Louis to the Chasse served to cement his rule as a pious king and
steward of Christendom in the West.27
Louis IX was France’s only canonized king, sainted in 1297 by Pope Boniface VIII. He
owed his sainthood to expansion of the Inquisition from Spain into France, acquisition of Passion
relics, participation in holy crusades, and the exile of Jews and heretics. Louis was also
posthumously credited with miracle working. The miracles were detailed by Guillaume de SaintPathus, confessor to Louis IX’s widow, in a text titled Les Miracles de Saint Louis circa 1297.
The Latin original has been lost, but copies survive..28 There were sixty-five miracles in all,
many of which describe the king’s healing of those with physical impairments, such as paralysis,
deafness, muteness, etc.29 Through the two crusade campaigns (1248 and 1270-72) launched
during his lifetime and the religious work he performed collecting the relics for the Chasse and
the construction of the Sainte-Chapelle, Louis fulfilled the title informally bestowed by Pope
Clement V during his life as “rex christianissimus” or “most Christian king.”30
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II.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS STUDY

Existing studies address the Grande Chasse as part of a historic space and a highly
coordinated religious program. As noted, the reliquaries it once contained have been largely
destroyed or dispersed, and have been considered elsewhere in great detail, both as individual
objects and as a group. Discussions of images depicting the Chasse and its contents, however,
have been primarily tangential, focused on efforts to document and understand the original
appearance and function of the Sainte-Chapelle and its contents. As important as the images of
the Grande Chasse and its collection are to our understanding of the Sainte-Chapelle program as
a whole, there has been no consideration of them as a group or outside of a descriptive context.
An in-depth consideration of the types of Chasse depictions created, who commissioned them,
and why the images were created is the purpose of this study. This thesis considers specific
Chasse images, representing centuries of political appropriation. As such, it creates a critical
context for understanding images of the Grande Chasse beyond a purely documentary function,
addressing their contemporary import and art-historical significance. It also places Chasse
images within the broader study of reliquaries, considering the political and religious roles of
reliquary images for Saint Louis’s descendants.
This consideration of images of the Grande Chasse offers insights into the political and
religious function, intent, and reception of the Sainte-Chapelle reliquary program over five
centuries. To begin, I have initiated an inventory of images of the Grande Chasse within my
figures list. Although the majority of the images catalogued within the figures are also
catalogued in Durand and Avisseau-Broustet’s Le Trésor de la Sainte-Chapelle (2011), the
limited availability of that catalogue made their compilation important for ease of access for
possible future study. The Chasse-related images catalogued date from around the time of
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consecration of the Sainte-Chapelle in 1248 to after the destruction of the Grande Chasse in
1790. Spanning five centuries, they represent a variety of media. Many are from manuscripts
and were originally part of illuminated psalters, missals, and books of prayer for private use
(Figure 3.0, 9.0, 10.0).31 Others are in stained glass or were printed (Figures 11.0, 4.0). I do not
discuss all of the images catalogued in the figures list in the chapters that follow. Instead, I focus
on specific works, divided chronologically and typologically, and consider their patronage and
the political contexts in which they were created.
III.

PRÉCIS OF CHAPTERS

Following this Introduction, Chapter Two, “Inheriting the Grande Chasse,” considers
images of the Chasse commissioned between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The images
considered are among the earliest depictions of the Chasse and its contents, including the stained
glass windows of the Sainte-Chapelle as well as relatively small manuscript illustrations.32 I
divide discussion of the manuscript images into subcategories, addressing patronage of books of
hours and liturgical manuscripts while considering their political function within historically
tenuous environments. Many of these were commissioned by or for the royal family and show
little of the Chasse itself, focusing instead on the acquisition of the relic collection and its
function. Several, such as folio 12 from the illuminated manuscript Heures de Jeanne II de
Navarre (ms NAL 3145 folio 12, 1330-1340, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris) (Figure
10.0), depict Saint Louis transporting the relics of the Passion. I address translation imagery as
cementing the lineage of religious power begun by Saint Louis. This is the case, for instance,
with the fifteenth-century image of the Chasse included in the Grandes Heures d'Anne de
Brètagne (Latin 9474, folio 211v, c.1508, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris) (Figure
13.0). The patroness, Anne, Duchess of Brittany (1477-1514), was a descendant of the royal
8

family who, I argue, visually connected herself to the Capetian dynasty via inclusion of an image
of the Crown of Thorns, centerpiece of the Chasse, in her devotional book.
Other images discussed in Chapter Two depict the Grande Chasse in use, typically
showing a member of the clergy present and assisting in worship, or kings in devotion to the
relics. This group is exemplified by the illuminations produced in France during the fifteenth
century on folio 350r in the Bréviaire à l’usage de Paris (ms 2, folio 350 r, 1410-1415,
Châteauroux Médiatheque, Châteauroux) (Figure 14.0), folio 7r from the Missal à l’usage de
Paris (ms 406, folio 7r, 1410, Bibliothèque Mazarine, Paris) (Figure 15.0), and folio 83v from
the Duc of Bedford Missal (CL 22847, folio 83v, 1424-1432 (1837 copy), Musée Nat. du
Moyen-Age, Paris) (Figure 3.0). All illustrate how the objects contained within the Chasse were
utilized. Important here is the realization that each image was commissioned by members of the
royal family specifically related to the line of succession during a period of political stress. The
Chasse imagery, I suggest, re-affirmed the legitimacy of the royal patron or recipient. This was
achieved by commissioning Chasse imagery within different types of manuscripts depending on
the gender of the recipient. Female patrons or recipients added Chasse translation imagery to the
more private books of hours. Male members of the royal family accomplished this by adding
images of the Chasse in use within liturgical books.
Chapter Three, “The Grande Chasse as ‘Still Life” focuses on three images of the Grande
Chasse and its contents made in the fifteenth-and sixteenth-centuries (Figures 16.0-18.0). In
these illustrations, which I define as the ‘still life’ type Chasse depiction, the cabinet is not
visible; rather, the viewer looks directly into the Chasse. The reliquaries are close to the picture
plane, and there are few variations between each composition. The images focus on the twentytwo relics acquired from Baudouin II in 1247. The ‘still life’ had a precedent in early Chasse
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imagery: folio 65v of the Missel de la Ste-Chapelle (ms lat. 8890, folio 65v, 1306, Bibliothèque
Nationale de France, Paris) featured a similar, small ‘still life’ illustration (Figure 19.0). This is
the first art-historical consideration of the ‘still life’ type and consideration of the three later
images as a group. I argue that the fifteenth-century patrons of the images elaborated upon the
early ‘still-life’ type found in the Missel de la Ste-Chapelle as they wished to associate with the
prestige of the crown and its royal prototypes. All three of the ‘still life’ images discussed were
commissioned by royally associated up-and-comers, a new social group termed ‘noblesse de
robe’ by Jennifer Courts in her study of Valois imagery (2011).33
In Chapter Three, I also align the emergence of the ‘still life’ type in France with
fifteenth-century German broadsides and devotional prints of the imperial collection (Figure
20.0). I consider why the ‘still life’ type emerged, addressing issues in patronage and how the
images of royal reliquaries forwarded the political agendas of the particular class of patrons who
commissioned them and situating the type within the still life genre. Both the ‘still life’ type and
German devotional prints focus closely on relics, displaying the objects as items of veneration
and wealth. However, the Chasse images were not widely dispersed as were the German relic
prints. The French illuminations were commissioned by wealthy, royally associated patrons, and
intended for limited viewership, not public distribution. This suggests that the intended audience
was much smaller, only including those within the royal circle. Traditionally, images of the
Chasse appeared for personal reaffirmation during times of political upheaval and were
appropriated in relation to incidents of political insecurity and social climbing. The ‘still life’
Chasse depictions mark an important shift in patronage and audience.
Chapter Four, “The Dissemination of Saint Louis,” focuses on a singular engraving
depicting the contents of the Grande Chasse, titled La véritable représentation des très-saintes et
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tres-precieues Reliques (Va 225 F, n 21184, 1649, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris)
(Figure 21.0). The print has only been discussed in catalogue entries and never before been the
focus of sustained art-historical consideration.34 The engraving mimicked the format of the
earlier ‘still life’ images found in missals and adapted the printed format of German broadsides
and relic books.35 It was commissioned by the royal chaplain of the Sainte-Chapelle, Pierre
Blaise (fl. 1649), for a book he was compiling entitled La chapelle du Roy ou les fondations,
droicts, exemptions, privileges.36 But, as this study details, the project was apparently never
completed.37 This print is aligned with images of the German imperial reliquary collections
produced in the previous century (Figure 21.0). Chasses images had traditionally served both a
devotional and political functions, authenticating patrons’ claims to the line of succession and
associations with royal favor. I suggest that the change from illuminated manuscript to print
represents a change in audience for Chasse imagery, promoting Bourbon legitimacy through the
guise of populist media.
In the Conclusion, I briefly address the prints of the Grande Chasse made by SauveurJérôme Morand (f.1790) at the time of the French Revolution (Figures 8.0.0, 4.0).38 The Grande
Chasse Open (4 H 1327/ 2 Inv. 1472 Res., 1790, Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève, Paris) (Figure
4.0) has been reproduced in various formats, sometimes including frames or text. While images
of the Chasse continued to be made after its destruction, they held little veracity when compared
to earlier images. As noted above, Robert Branner dismissed Morand’s print as a fictional
representation of the open Chasse and its contents.39 Without the Chasse physically existing, the
images served more to conceptually, rather than physically, affirm royal provenance.
Medieval and early modern images of the Grande Chasse and its contents deserve deeper
study. Without them, we would have limited understanding of the pre-Revolutionary interior of
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the Sainte-Chapelle, if any. Although they have been utilized as tools for documentation and
restoration, no research has been completed considering why Chasse depictions were executed in
private psalters and books of prayer, their patronage, or the art-historical value they held. This
study aids in contextualizing an entire collection of illustrations and prints that have not
previously been discussed as objects of art-historical import.
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CHAPTER 2
INHERITING THE GRANDE CHASSE
As a royally commissioned religious program, the Sainte-Chapelle held a deep
connection to the French crown. As noted in the Introduction, Robert Branner (1971) and Daniel
Weiss (1995), among others, have demonstrated that the Grande Chasse and Sainte-Chapelle
served to link the French royalty with ancient Christian history, identifying Paris as a New
Jerusalem through pointed references to Capetian sanctity. This chapter addresses images
relating to the Grande Chasse produced during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. These are
the earliest images of the Chasse and the remarkable collection it contained, which appeared in
stained glass, books of hours, prayer books, and missals. Here I suggest that the images served a
dynastic function emphasizing, through their iconography and the context of presentation, the
strong ties between Saint Louis and his descendants.1
Translation depictions represent the genesis of the Chasse imagery and illustrated how
the Passion relics came to be in Paris. In these images, the relic collection is typically represented
by the Crown of Thorns of Christ, a relic which was especially revered and would later become
synonymous with Saint Louis. Although the Chasse is not physically depicted in translation
imagery, it is suggested in the same way that the Crown of Thorns represents the collection in its
entirety. The earliest of these were images of the relic translation commissioned by Saint Louis
himself, found in the so-called “Relic” window at the Sainte-Chapelle (1248) (Figure 24.0).
Following an introduction to images of the relic collection and the Chasse via consideration of
the “Relic” window, this chapter focuses on two groups of images found in devotional books that
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depict the Chasse and its contents, all of which were produced during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. The first group consists of two images commissioned by or for women,
each found in a book of hours that focused on the relic of the Crown of Thorns of Christ. These
include folio 12 from the Jeanne II of Navarre Heures (ms NAL 3145, folio 12, 1330-1340,
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris) (Figure 10.0) and folio 211 from Grandes Heures
d'Anne de Brètagne (ms Latin 9474, folio 211v, c.1508, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris)
(Figure 13.0). In the second half of the chapter, I will consider what I classify as ‘liturgical
images’ of the Chasse found in missals, commissioned by male members of the nobility for the
use of the Sainte-Chapelle. Exemplifying this type are folio 350r from the Bréviaire à l’usage de
Paris (ms 2, folio 350 r, 1410-1415, Châteauroux Médiatheque, Châteauroux) (Figure 14.0);
folio 7r from Missal à l’usage de Paris (ms 406, folio 7r, 1410, Bibliothèque Mazarine, Paris)
(Figure 15.0); and folio 83v from the Duc of Bedford Missal (CL 22847, folio 83v, 1424-1432
(1837 copy), Musée Nat. du Moyen-Age, Paris) (Figure 3.0), all produced in Paris during the
fifteenth century. All depict the Chasse in use during the liturgy.
I suggest that these two distinct groups of images—those depicting the Crown of Thorns
and those depicting the Chasse and its contents in use—shared a common purpose. All served to
secure the positions of their patrons or owners within a larger context of royal legitimacy and
prestige. This chapter places the first appropriations of Saint Louis/Chasse imagery into context
and situates images in books of hours as a counterpoint to those in liturgical books. Importantly,
a gender division among patrons is revealed, with Chasse images in books of hours
commissioned by or for women, and Chasse images in liturgical manuscripts commissioned by
men, for use of the clergy.
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I.

SAINT LOUIS AND THE RELIC WINDOW

Before addressing images of the Chasse or its contents found in manuscripts, it is
instructive to first consider the earliest related visuals, commissioned by King Louis himself.
Perhaps the most immediately noticeable feature of the Sainte-Chapelle, in the thirteenth century
as today, is the magnificent window program (Figures 12.0, 23.0). Essential to this analysis is the
so-called “Relic” window (Figure 24.0). Located in the southwest corner of the chapel, the
window is comprised of sixty scenes (some lost) depicting the succession of Louis and his
acquisition of the relics. After its destruction during the Revolution, much of the window was
restored, but the portions containing the relic imagery are original.2 Louis Grodecki (1959,
1975), Madeline Caviness (1993), Alyce Jordan (1999, 2002), and Jean-Michel Leniaud and
Francoise Perrot (2007) contributed greatly to the study of the stained glass window program at
the Sainte-Chapelle.3 In combination with the neighboring windows, the “Relic” window
establishes a strong visual connection between the relic provenance and royal lineage that
informs Crown of Thorns and Chasse imagery commissioned by members of the royal family
and others during the following two centuries. A brief examination of the window provides an
entry into the discussion that follows.
The central image in the “Relic” window depicts Saint Louis holding the literal and
metaphorical crown jewel of the relic collection, the Crown of Thorns (Figure 24.1). The Crown
is not contained within a reliquary in this depiction. Even though the circular form of the Crown
seems overly simplified for such a treasure, it is identifiable by the bright green color as,
according to legend, the miraculous ‘living’ thorns remained green.4 The imagery established the
precedent for some relics, particularly the Crown of Thorns, as being more important than others
within Louis’ collection. This window represents the genesis of images relating to the Chasse.
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In the context of the Sainte-Chapelle window program, the “Relic” window is unique. In
comparison, the other windows in the space feature Old Testament narratives, each dedicated to
a singular book from the Bible that focused on ancient stories of kings. For example, the “Kings”
window, located to the left of the “Relic” window, contained narratives of the life of King David
and provided an immediate comparison between the imagery dedicated to Saint Louis and other
exemplars of biblical kingship (Figure 25.0). Other subjects in the windows included stories of
Ezekiel, Isaiah, Daniel, and Jesse. The Jesse narrative contained an image of the Jesse Tree, the
metaphorical family tree tracing the genealogy of the Old Testament kings to Christ. The
windows behind the apse culminate with the life of Christ, paying close attention to the Crown of
Thorns during the Passion narrative (Figure 26.0). Woven throughout are messages of ancestry,
dynastic continuity, and the duty of the king to his subjects and God. Only the “Relic” window
features contemporary, non-biblical scenes; these relate to the life of Saint Louis.5
The imagery in the “Relic” window is read from bottom to top, left to right, and begins
with an unidentified contemporary king praying for the defense of the Church. The narrative
continues with scenes of battle and cityscapes, and culminates with the birth and coronation of
the future Louis IX in 1226. The imagery establishes Louis’ legitimacy and heritage. The royal
succession and legitimacy of rule is emphasized through the depiction of the dauphin’s
coronation, which shows his father, Louis VIII, placing the Crown of France upon Louis IX’s
head (Figure 24.2).6 This is made parallel with the other imagery in the “Relic” window that
documents Louis’ acquisition of the Chasse relics, specifically the image of Louis holding the
Crown of Thorns (Figure 24.1). Despite the seemingly anachronistic nature of the “Relic”
window, the dynastic imagery of the succession and the provenance of the Crown of Thorns fit
the overall program.
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The narrative imagery in the “Relic” window cycles functions in three ways important to
our discussion. First, it establishes and affirms the authenticity of the Crown of Thorns and
Chasse relics by documenting their acquisition. Second, it confirms Louis’ place within the
royal line of France. Finally, by placing the image of the “Relic” window alongside the history
of the French Crown, it combines the two, offering a powerful statement aligning secular
authority and religious sanctity in the person of Saint Louis – a combination identified with his
moniker Rex Christianisimus, or most Christian King.7 While the windows have been the
subject of considerable scholarly attention, their relationship to later Crown of Thorns and
Chasse imagery have not.8
II.

THE CYCLE OF SAINT LOUIS IN BOOKS OF HOURS

The bulk of surviving thirteenth and fourteenth century images of the Chasse and its
contents are relatively small illustrations originally held in books of hours commissioned by
members of the royal family.9 A book of hours was a Christian devotional manuscript which
usually contained a collection of texts, prayers, and psalms. The selected images of the Chasse
collection within the books of hours are apparently influenced by the “Relic” window at SainteChapelle; none show the Chasse itself, focusing instead on Louis’s sainted life, including his
acquisition of the relic collection. Especially important are folio 12 from the Heures of Jeanne II
of Navarre (ms NAL 3145, folio 12, 1330-1340, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris)
(Figure 10.0) and folio 211v of the Grandes Heures d'Anne de Brètagne (Latin 9474, folio 211v,
c.1508, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris) (Figure 13.0).
The Heures of Jeanne II of Navarre features a cycle of images known as the Office of
Saint Louis, a series ultimately derived from the “Relic” window imagery. The Office is known
from six manuscripts.10 It includes acts of Christian charity carried out by Saint Louis during his
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life as an exemplar for his descendants. With some significant variations, the cycles depict
scenes from the life of Louis, such as Louis healing the sick. Additional images include Louis’
education, Louis at Mass, Louis en route to Reims for his coronation, the anointed Louis, Louis
and the Holy Cross, and Louis burying the bones of Christians (Figures 27.0, 27.1). While the
illuminated images vary slightly between manuscripts, they share themes of the king’s Christian
devotion. The Office of Saint Louis offered imagery exemplifying kingly virtue, balanced with a
message regarding his piety. His acts of healing the sick emphasized both the canonized king’s
miraculous powers and the virtue of charity.
Another manuscript, the Heures of Jeanne d'Évreux (ms 54.1.2, c. 1320-1334,
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York) (Figures 27.0, 27.1) is instructive for understanding
the function of the Louis cycle in books of hours. The Heures of Jeanne d'Évreux (1310-1371)
was likely commissioned by her husband, King Charles IV (r.1322-1328). The Louis cycle in the
Jeanne d'Évreux Hours is representative of the surviving examples of the Offices of Saint Louis,
focusing on virtues that were considered especially valuable for women, such as charity and
piety.11 Charles was the great-grandson of Louis IX and the last Capetian king of France. As
Jeanne d'Évreux was married to an aging and heirless king, the pressure on her to preserve the
Capetian bloodline of Saint Louis must have been immense. Jeanne was married to King Charles
at only fourteen years of age, and the imagery in her hours has been read as instructing the young
queen in matters of piety and fidelity.12 This accords with the imagery in the Louis Hours insert,
which focuses on the canonized Louis’ humility and devotion to God. Although books of hours
in general were certainly not restricted to female recipients, it appears that the Office of Saint
Louis was geared towards female members of the royal family. All but one were commissioned
for women.13
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Both the Heures of Jeanne II of Navarre and Jeanne d'Évreux were produced for female
members of the Capetian dynasty, but there are significant differences in the Louis cycles found
in each that might be aligned with the political concerns of the patrons (or recipients).14 It is
notable that the Office of Saint Louis found in the illuminated Heures of Jeanne II de Navarre
introduces an additional image into the Saint Louis cycle. Folio 12 of the manuscript depicts
Louis in procession with the Crown of Thorns (Figure 10.0).
By the time the illustrations in Jeanne II Navarre’s hours were produced, Louis was
sainted, and the message of his personal devotion is impossible to miss in this rendering. Louis
aids in the translation of the relic to Paris, carrying the front of the litter that bears the relic in a
crown-shaped reliquary. The composition places the Crown of Thorns alongside King Louis’
own crown, recalling the imagery of the “Relic” window. While the Crown of Thorns relic was
not encased in a reliquary in the window image, here it is hidden within a French-style crown
reliquary, creating a strong visual metaphor of authority; piety and worldly authority are fused in
the person of Louis. 15 This imagery was found in just one of the other six manuscripts
containing the Office of St. Louis, the Savoie Heures made for Blanche of Burgundy between
1307-1348, although the Louis cycle section was destroyed in a fire in 1904 (ms 390, folio 279r,
c.1307, Yale University, New Haven) (Figure 28.0).16
Here I suggest that the unusual insertion of the relic translation image into the Heures of
Jeanne II of Navarre might be explained by reference to Jeanne II’s specific political concerns.
The Heures of Jeanne II Navarre were produced some time during the third or fourth decade of
the fourteenth century for Jeanne II, daughter of King Louis X of France and a direct descendant
of Saint Louis.17 Unfortunately, the exact circumstances surrounding the commission are
unclear, and it is unknown if Jeanne herself commissioned the manuscript.18 Whether Jeanne II
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personally commissioned the manuscript, or it was commissioned by another for her, I suggest
that the emphasis on Louis, the relic translation, and the crown imagery in Jeanne II’s hours
might be read as a claim to succession to the French throne based on her direct Capetian descent.
As the daughter of Louis X, Jeanne II of Navarre was the great-great granddaughter of
Saint Louis. When her father died in 1316, his pregnant wife required a regent. The death of the
child after birth represented an unprecedented event in the history of the Capetian line: the first
time the king had died childless. Many relatives scrambled for the powerful position of regent,
but ultimately Jeanne’s uncle Philip le Long (1293-1322) was appointed. Other than the regent,
there was only one other true contender for the crown, Louis X’s daughter, Jeanne II. As she was
of direct Capetian descent, many nobles supported her claim, but Philip evoked the ancient Salic
law that a female could not inherit the throne and was crowned Philip V on 9 January 1317.19
While she may have had some legal basis for a claim, Philip squelched Jeanne II’s supporters
and she was forced to accept the succession. When Philip V, in turn, died without an heir, his
younger brother, another of Jeanne II’s uncles, Charles IV (husband of Jeanne d'Évreux) claimed
the crown in 1322. At Charles’ death in 1328, he too was without legitimate male heir. Again,
Jeanne II’s claim to the crown emerged [Appendix 1.0].
In the end, Jeanne II did not succeed in acquiring the throne. Instead, a distant relative,
Philip of Valois, was crowned Philip VI of France in 1328 (son-in-law to Jeanne II after he
married her daughter Blanche d'Évreux). Through a treaty with the new king, Jeanne II
renounced her claim to the French throne and was crowned Queen of Navarre in 1329, which did
not hold to the Salic law. In an ironic twist, invoking Salic Law meant that Philip could not claim
Navarre. The treaty stipulated that Jeanne II had to publically renounce her claims as Queen of
France as well as claims to her grandmother's estates in Brie and Champagne. Reference to these
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political events aids in dating the book of hours to after 1328, as the manuscript does not refer to
the Champagne estates.20
Against this backdrop, the emphasis on Louis, the relic translation, and the crown
imagery in Jeanne II’s hours might be read as a claim to succession to the French throne based
on her direct Capetian descent.21 The relic translation illumination was added to the traditional
Office of Saint Louis in the Heures of Jeanne II Navarre, and must then be seen as a deliberate
action. Despite the Salic Law that forbade inheritance to daughters, Jeanne II and her supporters
felt robbed of the kingdom. Her hours make the case for her children’s claim as well, despite the
legal preference against matrilineal succession. Jeanne II saw this action as a ploy; the Salic Law
was not rigorously or uniformly enforced prior to Philip V’s claims. An unbroken line of
succession, however, was a strong claim to the crown. In the end, Jeanne’s daughter, Blanche
d'Évreux (1330-1398), did fulfill her mother’s goal of becoming queen of France, marrying
Philip VI, the first of the Valois kings in 1350.22
It is important to remember how books of hours were used. There was a limited audience
for these commissions; the only people viewing the books of hours were those who owned them,
close friends or family members, or the few who might have requested a copy of the manuscript.
Thus, we should recognize that the message of dynastic importance conveyed via Chasse
imagery they bore had a limited circulation. The books of hours were meant to be used many
times a day, every day, for religious devotion. Constant, or at least frequent, use meant that the
owners gazed upon their Chasse images often,. As such, the imagery may have served as a
personal reaffirmation of the right to succession. Those people, like Jeanne II, had a right to rule
which was constantly in question. Having this personal message within the intimate space of a
book of hours might have offered great comfort as well confidence.
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III.

THE EMBLEMATIC MEANING OF THE CROWN OF THORNS

As reference to the function of the Office of Saint Louis in surviving manuscripts
demonstrates, the dual nature of the secular King Louis and the sanctified Saint Louis played an
important role in defining the legacy of the House of Capet. Cycles within private books of hours
illustrated this by pairing the acquisition of and devotion to the Chasse relics with references to
Saint Louis’ royal crown. Louis’s Christian role was emphasized in images illustrating the Office
of Saint Louis, such as those found in the Jeanne d'Évreux cycle, which stress his charity and
compassion for the poor (Figures 27.0-27.1). Other examples of translation imagery such as the
relic translation in Heures of Jeanne II of Navarre, pay particular attention to the sainted king’s
devotion, aligning his crown with the relic and reliquary. These two depictions, of the
relic/reliquary and kingly devotion/piety, I suggest, later merged into a singular, emblematic
representation of the divinely sanctioned monarchy of France. A fifteenth-century image of the
Chasse contents included in the Grandes Heures d'Anne de Brètagne (ms Latin 9474, folio 211v,
c.1508, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris) (Figure 13.0) exemplifies this, presenting a
new, non-narrative image of the Crown of Thorns, apparently designed to signify French royal
legitimacy.
The Grandes Heures d'Anne de Brètagne do not contain the Office of Saint Louis.
Instead, a singular full-page illumination of the Crown of Thorns reliquary, flanked by angels, is
found halfway through the manuscript among prayers and images of saints.23 The image of the
Crown of Thorns reliquary is depicted within the architecture of the Sainte-Chapelle itself, where
the Grande Chasse was located. This specific positioning of the Crown of Thorns identifies the
single reliquary as a substitute, a signifier of the lineage of Saint Louis as well as the Grande
Chasse collection in entirety, both physically and metaphorically. This full-page illustration
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differed greatly from the illumination in the Heures of Jeanne II of Navarre. The reliquary in the
Grandes Heures d'Anne de Brètagne is isolated, removed from the visual narrative surrounding
its acquisition, a distinction that elevates the image to the status of an iconic, emblematic
device.24
The patron for the iconic image was Anne, Duchess of Brittany, who became queen upon
her marriage to Charles VIII, King of France (1470-1498), in 1492.25 After Charles’s death
without a living heir, Anne married his cousin and successor, Louis XII (1462-1515). It was
during that marriage c. 1500, and her second period as Queen Consort, that she commissioned
the book from the illuminator Jean Bourdichon.26 Through the inclusion of the Chasse image in
her devotional book, I suggest that Anne of Brittany marked herself and her lineage as
continuing the Valois line and, therefore, the unbroken tradition of Capetian authority
exemplified by Saint Louis. The Valois were eager to assert their connection to Capetian roots in
order to secure their position, and Anne was no exception. By referencing the then-established
tradition of images of the Crown of Thorns as signifying Capetian heredity, she referenced the
same messages of legitimacy and piety that evolved from the Office cycles.
With the Grandes Heures d'Anne de Brètagne, the Crown of Thorns became a type of
visual shorthand for Saint Louis and French kingship.27 The emblematic Crown of Thorns image
appeared in another commission, a prayer book illuminated by Jean Poyet (ms M.50, folio 13,
c.1492-1495, John Pierpont Morgan Library, New York) (Figure 29.0). The manuscript was
likely commissioned by Anne of Brittany for her son, the dauphin Charles-Orland (1492-1495).
The palm-sized book contains the educational basics: the alphabet, first prayers, and the
catechism. Additionally, Anne’s daughter Claude commissioned a similar prayer book prior to
her own coronation as Queen of France in 1517 (ms M.1166, folio 51v, c. 1517, John Pierpont
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Morgan Library, New York) (Figure 30.0).28 Both of these tiny, jewel-like images include
depictions of angels holding the Crown of Thorns relic.29 Interestingly, the French crownshaped reliquary that held the Crown of Thorns relic is not present.30 This later pair of
manuscripts reverts directly to the source, the “Relic” window at the Sainte-Chapelle. Like the
initial Crown of Thorns image from the window, the manuscripts focus on the relic itself,
presented to the viewer simply and directly.
Through her book of hours, Anne offers us the singular reliquary/relic of the Crown of
Thorns, signaling that with her double tenure as queen, the royal line is secured through her
children. As few would have ever seen this manuscript, given the limited circulation of personal
books of devotion, the image likely held comfort for Anne, constantly reminding her that her job
was well done and that the French line was secured. It is likely that her children saw the book as
well, given the importance Anne placed on religious education and the commissioning of other
prayerbooks (Figure 29.0). This personal reaffirmation would have both comforted the patron
and also served as a reminder, to her children, of their roles within the lineage of Saint Louis.
IV.

THREE LITURGICAL BOOKS

As was noted in the Introduction, Cynthia Hahn and others have previously referenced
images of the Chasse when considering the broad issue of how the relics and reliquaries may
have functioned in concert with the liturgy.31 What has not been considered before is the
religious and political function such depictions of the Grande Chasse and its contents served for
those who commissioned them. To explore this issue, I turn to a group of Chasse images
contained within liturgical books commissioned during the tumultuous rule of King Charles VI
(1368-1422) and his son, Louis de Guyenne (1397-1415). These include folio 350r from the
Bréviaire à l’usage de Paris (ms 2, folio 350 r, 1410-1415, Châteauroux Médiatheque,
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Châteauroux) (Figure 14.0), folio 7r from the Missal à l’usage de Paris (ms 406, folio 7r, 1410,
Bibliothèque Mazarine, Paris) (Figure 15.0), and folio 83v from the Duc of Bedford Missal (CL
22847, folio 83v, 1424-1432 (1837 copy), Mussée Nat. du Moyen-Age, Paris) (Figure 3.0).
Unlike the images discussed previously, these illuminations were produced for missals and
breviaries and commissioned for and by male members of the French royal line, essentially the
stewards of Sainte-Chapelle [Appendix 2.0]. The liturgical manuscripts, like the books of hours
discussed above, feature some of the earliest depictions of the Chasse reliquaries and collection.
Before considering the individual images found in these liturgical books, we should first
distinguish function of books of hours, missals, and breviaries. Books of hours were Christian
devotional manuscripts that usually contained a collection of texts, prayers, and psalms. The
missal is the liturgical book specifically made for the use of Mass. Additionally, missals were
not usually privately owned, nor were they for private use. They were typically gifted to clerics
and were used by them as guidelines for Mass. The missal is not to be confused with the more
common breviary, which contained the eight services for daily use along with the choir: Matins,
Lauds, Prime, Terce, Sext, None, Vespers, and Compline.32 In addition to the services, the
breviary might contain other liturgical rites for the use of bishops, priests, and deacons. Each of
the three liturgical manuscripts considered here was given to the clerics of Sainte-Chapelle.
These liturgical books were commissioned by the nobility for the use of clerics within the
Sainte-Chapelle. They feature imagery radically different from the translation images found in
the books of hours discussed above; instead, they depict the Chasse in use, with human
participants interacting with the relics/reliquaries during the liturgy. While the relic translation
imagery from the Office of Saint Louis found within the books of hours discussed in the previous
section seems to have been exclusively commissioned for/by women of the royal French line,
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reinforcing their role in making future kings, the liturgical manuscripts under consideration here
were commissioned for clerics by male successors to the crown. It is difficult to know with
certainty who, other than the clerics of the Sainte-Chapelle, ever personally used these books, but
as the liturgical images, too, were produced during periods of political instability, the images
likely served to affirm the royal line of succession. While the audience was still very limited, the
message of dynastic continuity was equally important. This is evidenced when we consider the
books and their patrons, the turbulent political environment, and the emblematic use of Chasse
imagery.
V.

THE BOOKS AND THEIR PATRONS

The first of the three liturgical books that includes Chasse imagery is the Bréviaire à
l’usage de Paris (ms 2, folio 350 r, 1410-1415, Châteauroux Médiatheque, Châteauroux) (Figure
14.0). It is the remaining volume of a pair of breviaries commissioned by King Charles VI (r.
1380-1422). Although there is some debate regarding the original owner, it is likely that the
Bréviaire à l’usage de Paris was commissioned by the king for his eldest surviving son, Louis de
Guyenne (1397-1415), whose life dates and personal interests best apply to the manuscript.
Louis de Guyenne was Charles VI’s heir during the time the breviary was commissioned.33
The manuscript includes a psalter with litanies as well as a calendar. The illuminated
image on folio 350r is a depiction of the Feast of the Relics of Sainte-Chapelle (30 September).
The miniature, contained in the upper right corner of text discussing feast days, shows a fictive
cross-section of the Sainte-Chapelle so that we may see inside; the ‘king’s staircase’ and exterior
are visible, yet an opening is provided so the interior of the chapel is visible, along with the altar.
The relic collection is displayed on the altar, with the Crown of Thorns prominent at center.
Behind the altar is a glimpse of part of the spectacular stained glass window program, and to the
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left, the bottom of the platform of the Grande Chasse. Although the Chasse itself is not
represented, it is suggested through the depiction of its contents. Around the table to the right
and left are four figures of various stature. On the left is a tonsured cleric with another cleric
standing behind him. On the right are two more tonsured figures, who appear to inspect the
relics on the altar. While the figures seem more in conversation about the relics than in
veneration of them, the prepared altar and intimate scene suggests preparation for the Feast of the
Relics of Sainte-Chapelle.
Louis de Guyenne was also likely the recipient of a second manuscript containing an
image of the Chasse in use, the Missal à l’usage de Paris (ms 406, folio 7r, 1410, Bibliothèque
Mazarine, Paris) (Figure 15.0). Like the Bréviaire à l’usage de Paris, the missal was likely a gift
from Charles VI to his son.34 An unfinished, full-page illumination on folio 7r features a drafted
depiction of the Grande Chasse at Sainte-Chapelle. The original rose window on the west end of
the chapel is visible in this rendering.35 It is within a section on the music of Sainte-Chapelle,
which can be noted with the clear presence of musical instruments on the borders. Music was
vital for the Mass. The clergy are shown performing the liturgy at the altar in front of the
Chasse, where relics are being removed, displayed, and venerated. It is hard to find a more
precise image that can clarify the specific types of clergy by their clothing due to the unfinished
nature of this image. Unlike folio 350r in the Bréviaire à l’usage de Paris (Figure 14.0), this
depiction is enlivened with far more attention to depth and recession. Despite being unfinished,
the image is a much more naturalistic rendering of the Chasse than with the folio 350r from the
Bréviaire à l’usage de Paris (1410-1415) (Figure 14.0), where the rendering is flat and not
proportional.
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The Duc of Bedford Missal, the third liturgical book I that I consider here, was
commissioned by the English noble, John of Lancaster, between 1424-1432 (CL 22847, folio
83v, 1424-1432 (1837 copy), Musée Nat. du Moyen-Age, Paris) (Figure 3.0). John of Lancaster
(1389-1435) was the first duke of Bedford and royal regent of France for his nephew, the young
Henry VI (1421-1471). The missal was destroyed in the 1871 fire at the Hotel de Ville in Paris,
but a copy was made in 1837 (the image shown in Figure 3.0), which accurately records the
Chasse.36 The replica is housed in the British Museum.
To explain how and why the Bedford Missal was commissioned, it is important to first
review the French royal lineage of the time [Appendix 3.0]. Henry VI (1421-1471) was the
grandson of Charles VI of France. Charles VI arranged the marriage of his daughter Catherine
of Valois (1401-1437) to King Henry V (1386-1422) of England in 1420. Henry V never met his
son; he left his pregnant wife for military campaigns in France and died of dysentery while his
young wife gave birth. Henry VI then became the youngest king in English history, crowned at
only nine months old. Due to the wars between France and England, Henry was removed from
his French mother for fear of her influence. Instead, the young king’s elder half-brother, John of
Lancaster (1389-1435), became regent. In 1422, a year after the death of his father, the infant
Henry VI also became the titular and disputed king of France upon the death of his Valois
grandfather, Charles VI. It was during this disputed period of his ‘reign’ over France that the
Bedford Missal was commissioned. It was commissioned as a gift from the Duke of Lancaster
acting on behalf of the titular king of France. After the Treaty of Troyes, the English officially
claimed title to the French crown. John of Lancaster married the daughter of John the Fearless,
and as an English noble, uncle to the king of England, and husband of a Burgundian, John of
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Lancaster had anti-Valois leanings. It was paramount for John of Lancaster to present Henry VI
(and himself) as the stewards of Saint Louis’s legacy.
The image on folio 83v of the Duc of Bedford Missal (Figure 3.0) shows the open
Chasse in use, surrounded by a letter ‘D’ decorated with leaves and squid.37 The image comes
between a calendar and liturgical offices. All of the reliquaries are on display for the Feast of the
Relics of Sainte-Chapelle. The Chasse is shown with the stained glass windows behind it, with a
member of the clergy in prayer kneeling before the altar. Two additional clerics read from a
lectern behind John of Lancaster, while on the right two choirboys engage in song. There are
two more figures behind a screen in the distance. Later within the Duc of Bedford Missal the
gifting of this liturgical manuscript is acknowledged; there is included a donor portrait wherein
servants present the book to the infant Henry VI. Unlike the Missal à l’usage de Paris and the
Bréviaire à l’usage de Paris, the Bedford Missal traveled outside of Paris for an English king,
which illustrates the weight and appeal of the Chasse message even to outside rulers. The
English kings may never have seen a French book of hours or liturgical manuscript with a
Chasse depiction, but by this point, the crown and the Chasse of the Sainte-Chapelle were
synonymous, suggesting that even a foreign power could understand their importance.
VI.

TURBULENT POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT AND FUNCTION

Mirroring the dynastic issues of the fourteenth century, the early fifteenth century was
also an extremely turbulent political climate for the French royal line [Appendix 2.0, 3.0]. The
three liturgical manuscripts considered here, like the illuminated manuscripts discussed in the
first half of this chapter, were created in a time of political turmoil. The reign of Charles VI
(r.1380-1422) was a fractured one due to his declining mental health. By 1392, Charles VI
suffered the first of a life-long series of apparent psychotic episodes and attempted murder.
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Subsequent episodes caused him to believe that he was childless, that he had no wife, and that he
was made of glass. He was constantly afraid of ‘breaking’ or ‘fracturing,’ and had violent
outbursts.38 As his mental health deteriorated, Charles VI’s brother Louis of Orléans (13721407) and uncle Duke Philip the Bold of Burgundy (1342-1404) claimed to be regents, yet
neither would yield power to the other.
These Princes of the Blood (biological heirs) became contenders for the crown, leading to
a bloody power struggle within the royal family. The King’s brother Louis of Orléans was
assassinated in the street in 1407, and it was well known that Philip the Bold’s son John the
Fearless (1371-1419) instigated the murder. The houses of Valois and Burgundy devolved into
civil war. When John the Fearless approached King Henry V of England with an offer of lands,
Henry gave his support to the Burgundians. England and France were at war, and Henry valued
a deal to dislodge the Valois monarchy. After John the Fearless was assassinated in 1419, his son
Philip the Good (1396-1467) had Charles VI sign the Treaty of Troyes (1420), which recognized
Henry V and the royal line of England as legitimate successor to the throne of France. This
document spurred the Hundred Year’s War and denied the children of Charles VI the line of
succession. Charles VI’s son, Charles (1392-1401) struggled for power after Charles VI
disinherited him.39
It was after Charles VI’s death and during the life of the next Dauphin, Louis de Guyenne
(1397-1415), when the liturgical images of the Chasse considered here emerged. Folio 350r from
the Bréviaire à l’usage de Paris (1410-1415) (Figure 14.0), folio 7r from the Missal à l’usage de
Paris (1410) (Figure 15.0), and folio 83v from the Duc of Bedford Missal (1424-1434) (Figure
3.0) were commissioned between 1410-1434, an extremely volatile period of political turmoil. I
suggest the political events outlined above were the reason that the liturgical books in discussion
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were commissioned; the images of the Chasse they contained reminded viewers that the donors
were legitimate descendants of Saint Louis.
All three of the liturgical books discussed here were commissioned by or for those with a
claim to the French throne. Both Louis de Guyenne and Henry VI had claim to the French
crown and association to the royal/religious authority of Sainte-Chapelle. Louis de Guyenne, via
his father, was cementing his link to Saint Louis, a presumption that would seem necessary to
any in line for the crown, but especially after the death of his brother Charles, the first Dauphin.
Henry VI inherited the crown of France through the death of his grandfather Charles VI; as he
was already king of the combative England, the infant’s claim to rule in France was dubious. By
owning the same type of missal that the kings of France had, especially containing images of
Sainte-Chapelle and the Chasse collection, John of Lancaster made the same claims to legitimacy
and succession for young Henry VI that Louis de Guyenne did. The patrons of the Chasse
imagery dubbed themselves the legitimate successors of Saint Louis, and the rightful heirs to the
throne of France. This legitimacy was important to establish as there were many contenders for
the crown, and proving royal provenance was a driving force in fifteenth-century France. While
the liturgical books were not meant to be used in the same ways as the books of hours, the
message of reaffirming personal place within the line of succession remains the same. The
clerics who used these manuscripts would have held and referenced them often; as such, the
cleric’s faith, in those they served, and the sanctity of the Chasse, would have been continuously
affirmed.
VII.

CONCLUSION

As this chapter demonstrates, over the period of three centuries the image of the Crown
of Thorns and the Chasse evolved. Via the “Relic” window, Louis IX confirmed his legitimacy
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and piety through paired images depicting his coronation alongside acquisition of the relics
contained in the Chasse, establishing the provenance of the relics, and aligning the Capetian
King with the Holy French state. During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries two types of
books were produced, devotional and liturgical, featuring Chasse imagery, all of which promoted
the position of their patrons in relation to the royal line of France. These illuminated manuscripts
provided a confirmation of place and identity via the adoption and manipulation of images
devoted to Saint Louis and the Grande Chasse. Images of the relic translation by Saint Louis,
giving equal weight to the Crown of Thorns and the Capetian crown, echoed the message of the
window program and identified the patron or recipient of the image as a legitimate heir of Saint
Louis. Over time the imagery was abbreviated and accentuated, transforming the translation
narrative into a simplified depiction of the Crown of Thorns relic/reliquary, long associated with
French royalty, and finally as an emblem for Saint Louis himself.
The association of the French royal line of succession with the Crown of Thorns relic was
so well known that depictions of the Crown of Thorns/Chasse were, it appears, only utilized by
particular patrons within illuminated manuscripts. French royals utilized the messages of the
Chasse and its collection to strengthen claims of succession in tumultuous times; whenever the
right of succession was in danger, illustrations of the Crown of Thorns and Chasse appeared as
personal reaffirmation, as seen folio 83v of the Duc of Bedford Missal, (CL 22847, folio 83v,
1424-1432 (1837 copy), Musée Nat. du Moyen-Age, Paris) (Figure 3.0). The missals, psalters,
and books of hours considered here were more than instructive guides for the liturgy or
devotional texts. Even when included in liturgical documents, depictions of the Chasse
proclaimed the enduring lineage of Saint Louis. It is only through the art-historical analysis of
the images of the Chasse and its contents that we are able to understand their dynastic
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importance. It is true that as individual documents they yield vital information, but a deeper
consideration and contextualization of the images as a group reveals how the specific
representation of the Crown of Thorns—over time—became symbolic of the entire visual
program, royal heredity, and of course, Saint Louis.
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CHAPTER 3
THE GRANDE CHASSE AS ‘STILL LIFE’
As we have seen, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries members of the Valois family,
or their representatives, commissioned images of the Grande Chasse in books of hours and
liturgical books to link themselves to Saint Louis and legitimize claims to royal authority in
France. However, would-be kings and queens were not the only patrons of books of hours and
psalters to include images of the Grande Chasse. In this chapter, I consider a group of later
images of the Grande Chasse found in devotional books produced in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries that represent the proliferation of a distinct type of image depicting the Chasse and its
contents. These illuminated manuscripts, representing what I term the ‘still life’ type of Chasse
depiction, differ from the majority of images discussed in previous chapters primarily in that
they are devoid of human figures or narrative. In the ‘still life’ format, the exterior of the Chasse
is not visible; rather, the viewer looks directly into the cabinet and the reliquaries are close to the
picture plane.
Three remarkably similar illuminations found in three separate manuscripts, each of
which represents a ‘still life’ image of the Chasse, exemplify the type and form the basis of the
following discussion. These are found in the Psautier-livre d’heures de la famille (ms 67, folio
1r, 1455-1460, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York) (Figure 16.0), the Livre de prières de la
famille Petit (ms 45, folio 50v, 1500, Stonyhurst collège des Jésuites, Lancashire) (Figure 17.0),
and the Heures dites de la Sainte-Chapelle (folio 137v, 1506, Private collection) (Figure 18.0).
Each miniature painting focuses on the twenty-two relics acquired from Baudouin II of
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Constantinople in 1247. The paintings are remarkably similar, with the Crown of Thorns
reliquary portrayed prominently in the foreground or center. The similarity of the images
suggests a shared template or source image and, indeed, the Missel de la Ste-Chapelle (ms lat.
8890, folio 65v, 1306, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris) (Figure 19.0), briefly examined
in Chapter Two and produced a century earlier, features a similar, small ‘still life’ illustration. I
suggest that the early ‘still life’ type found in the Missel de la Ste-Chapelle, a product of royal
patronage, was appropriated and elaborated upon by the patrons of the three manuscripts studied
here, an emergent class of ‘new men’ who adopted the Chasse imagery in an effort to associate
with the prestige of the crown and royal prototypes.1
While the individual images discussed in this chapter have been addressed before, they
have not been considered as a group. Outside of single entries in exhibition catalogues there is
little scholarly consideration of the individual folios, or the larger manuscripts in which they are
bound.2 What we do know is that each of the three manuscripts, and the single, ‘still life’ Chasse
image it contains, were commissioned by a man of ignoble birth who was elevated within the
court after pleasing a French king. The new social group of which they formed a part was termed
the ‘noblesse de robe’ by Jennifer Courts in her study of Valois imagery (2011).3
Following an introduction to each of the images and the manuscripts in which they were
bound, I consider why this ‘still life’ type of Chasse imagery proliferated, aligning production
with the ambitions of the up-and-comers who commissioned the paintings.4 The background of
the patrons and how the images of royal reliquaries likely forwarded their political agendas is
addressed. Finally, the emergence of the ‘still life’ type in France is aligned with fifteenthcentury German devotional and broadside prints of the imperial collection (Figure 22.0), a form
that, I suggest, was familiar to the ‘new men.’
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I.

THREE ‘STILL LIFE’ IMAGES

Two of the fifteenth-century illuminations that I identify as representing the emergent
‘still life’ type were likely commissioned by the same patron, Etienne II Petit (1449-1523),
secretary to kings Louis XI (r. 1461-1483), Charles VIII (r. 1483-1498), and Louis XII (r 14981515). The first of the paintings is found on folio 1r in the Psautier-livre d’heures de la famille
Petit (ms 67, folio 1r, 1455-1460, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York) (Figure 16.0). The
Chasse is depicted on the very first page of the document, before a calendar of feast days. The
image is a full-sized, color folio illumination focusing on the interior of the Grande Chasse.
Tones of blue and gold dominate within a gold border. There are at least fourteen reliquaries
displayed, all of which are labeled. François Avril (2001) first identified the arms of the Petit
family at the bottom of the illuminated border with Etienne II Petit, secretary to King Charles
VII and his successors.5 The circumstances surrounding the original production of the book are
uncertain, but extant documentation confirms that it was acquired by Etienne II Petit after 1460.6
At that time, Petit added a new first page to the manuscript, the image of the relics of the Grande
Chasse. At the bottom is the family crest awarded to his father Etienne I by Charles VII in 1451.
The crest was modified to its current appearance in 1502 through the addition of the silver cross
with lilies, after King Louis XII granted Etienne II awards for his ‘great and loyal service to the
crown’.7
The second illumination representing the ‘still life’ type appears on of the Livre de
prières de la famille Petit (ms 45, fol. 50 v, c.1500, Stonyhurst college of Jesuits, Lancashire)
(Figure 17.0). This prayer book was made for the same Etienne II Petit who owned the Morgan
Psalter, and his name appears on folio 3 verso.8 Like the Chasse-related imagery in liturgical
books and books of hours discussed in the previous chapter, the image is situated within text
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referencing the feast day of the Sainte-Chapelle.9 The Livre de prières de la famille Petit (ms 45,
folio 50v, 1500, Stonyhurst collège des Jésuites, Lancashire) (Figure 17.0) image is almost
identical to the folio in the Psautier-livre d’heures de la famille Petit (ms 67, folio 1r,1455-1460,
Pierpont Morgan Library, New York) (Figure 16.0), also known as the Morgan Psalter. The
colors are more saturated in the Morgan Psalter, but the Livre de prières de la famille Petit, also
known as the Stonyhurst prayer book, is also in full-color and has an emphasis on a much darker
blue and gold. The Stonyhurst prayer book image depicts at least nineteen reliquaries; all are
labeled, more heavily outlined than those in the Morgan Psalter, and are separated from the
darker background. The Crown of Thorns reliquary is, as the earlier Petit commission now at the
Morgan, in the center, although the Reliquary Head of John the Baptist faces left rather than
right. There is considerably more shading and therefore a greater sense of detail and depth in the
Stonyhurst prayer book.
The third of the illuminated images of the Chasse that I identify as the ‘still life’ type is
located on folio 137v in the Heures dites de la Sainte-Chapelle (folio 137v, 1506, Private
collection) (Figure 18.0). This is a full-color, full-page illumination, differing greatly in color
from the ‘still life’ images in the Morgan Psalter and Stonyhurst prayer book. While those
images have a primarily blue and gold coloration, the Heures dites de la Sainte-Chapelle (folio
137v, 1506, Private collection) (Figure 18.0) image features a vibrant red and gold coloration.
The red background appears to be a fabric of some kind, which was absent from the previous
images. In the Heures image over twenty reliquaries are visible, with the labels outside the gold
border. The proportions of the reliquaries are different as well, although the placement and
viewing angle remain the same. As with the Morgan Psalter and the Stonyhurst prayer book, the
viewer looks directly into the cabinet, on eye level. The arms in this book of hours are identified
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with Jean II Nicholaï, who was named by Louis XII the premier president of the Chambre des
Comptes in July 1506.10
II.

NEW TYPES, NEW MEN

The ‘still life’ Chasse images in the Morgan Psautier-livre d’heures de la famille Petit,
the Stonyhurst Livre de prières de la famille Petit, and the privately held Heures dites de la
Sainte-Chapelle (Figures 16.0, 17.0, 18.0) share a common provenance; each was commissioned
by a recently ennobled man, born outside of the nobility but raised to high rank within the French
court through service to the king. Unfortunately, literature on Jean II Nicholaï, patron for the
Heures dites de la Sainte-Chapelle, is limited, but his elevation and motivations were likely
similar to those of members of the Petit family, identified with the production and ownership of
both the Morgan Psalter and the Stonyhurst prayer book. Examining what little information we
have regarding Jean II Nicholaï alongside biographical information regarding the Petit family
offers new insights regarding the emergent nobility and their appropriation of Chasse imagery.
Extant records confirm Louis XII named Jean II Nicholaï the premier president of the
Chambre des Comptes in July of 1506.11 The ‘Chamber of Accounts’ was a court that oversaw
the affairs of sovereign finances, a position formerly held by Etienne II Petit. Both families are
best understood within recent consideration of the patronage of newly elevated men (or ‘new
men’) within the fifteenth-century Valois courts.12 Jennifer Courts’ dissertation (2011) on the
patronage of the des Ursins family is invaluable here. Courts’ study focused on the family of
Jean II Jouvenel des Ursins (1388-1473), a man who rose from ignoble stature to serve as
Chaplain of the King, and catalogued how the family was raised within the Valois court to the
level of nobility. Tracing the des Ursins’ use of tapestries and appropriated family symbols,
Courts revealed how the des Ursins crafted a lineage of nobility tracing back to the Romans, and
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advanced their personal associations with the royal Valois prince, Jean, Duc du Berry.13 Courts’
argument focused on the example of the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait (c.1443-45) and
maintained that the upwardly mobile des Ursins family actively worked to commemorate their
newly elevated status within the court by referencing their long (sometimes fictive) family
history and through the display of their proud new association with the Valois through artistic
means which were historically royally-associated. This was a message, Courts contended,
intended for the members of the nobility and the clergy that would have access to the portrait.14
It has been suggested by Plummer and Clark (1982) that the same artist that illuminated Morgan
Psalter was at one time illustrator for the Duc du Berry. This suggests that Etienne II Petit and
the des Ursins had knowledge of each other, and perhaps shared strategies for the visual
promotion of their families via using the same illustrator.15
Like the des Ursins, the Petit family was of humble origins and, I suggest, their patronage
of the Morgan Psautier-livre d’heures de la famille Petit and the Stonyhurst Livre de prières de
la famille Petit served to demonstrate and promote their new access to the king and the inner
circles of the French royal household. The elevation of the Petit family began in the early
fifteenth century with the rise of Etienne I Petit (d. 1465), who was an ignoble servant to Charles
VII prior to 1441. In 1444, Etienne I was awarded the title General Treasurer, as well as
Receiver General of Finances in the country of Languedoc and the Duchy of Guyenne. Etienne I
Petit was knighted in April 1452. 16 He and his family were ennobled by the king in 1451 for his
service and loyalty. From humble beginnings, Etienne I Petit rose to the role of a counsel
member to Charles VII, and is described in a 1457 royal charter as being both “a trusted friend
and loyal counselor to the king.”17 Two generations of Petits served at the French court after
Etienne I, notably his son, Etienne II (1449-1523). The office of notary and secretary to the king
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was passed down to Etienne I’s eldest son, Jacques Petit (1448-c.1514). Having little interest in
the busy life of an administrator, Jacques turned the position over to his younger brother, Etienne
II Petit. In 1467, Etienne II was recorded for the first time as notary and secretary, a role that he
held for almost fifty years (1467-1514).18
Etienne II Petit was held in high regard at the court, serving as secretary to three kings:
Louis XI, Charles VIII, and Louis XII. He became treasurer of France between 1482 and 1485,
and served in the Paris Chambre des Comptes for twenty-four years. Etienne II’s duties
extended even further, and he became secretary and treasurer of the Order of St. Michael, an
honor that—in conjunction with his many years of exemplary service—gave him the right to
include the royal fleur-de-lis in his coat of arms. Prior to 1523, it was common practice for the
king to leave a set of keys for the Grande Chasse with his secretary or a high-ranking member of
the court when he left the country. It is not known whether Etienne II Petit had this honor, but
the addition of Chasse ‘still life’ imagery in his hours suggests that he may have.19
It seems likely that like the des Ursins, the Petit and the Nicholaï families commemorated
their rise in status by adopting strategies of self-promotion that aligned them with hereditary
nobility. As we saw in Chapter Two, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, members of both
the Capet and Valois families used images of the Crown of Thorns and the Chasse, particularly
in devotional and liturgical books, to personally reaffirm their legitimacy through association
with the prestige of Saint Louis IX. Just as the des Ursins utilized selected specific references to
historically royal prerogatives in portraits, tapestries, and illuminated manuscripts to promote
their new place in court, I suggest that the Petit and Nicholaï ‘new men’ acquired and
commissioned illuminated manuscripts with Chasse images in imitation of Valois patronage,
thereby cementing their identity as members of the nobility.20 These ‘new men’, and particularly
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Etienne II, via patronage, participated in the tradition of opulent display of wealth and
association that, Courts points out in her study of the des Ursins, created legitimate roots in
French history. I suggest that Petit’s and Nicholaï’s adoption of the Grande Chasse imagery
proclaimed their connection to royalty.21
Even as the recently ennobled men imitated the model of the Valois royals by
commissioning or acquiring illuminated psalters and prayer books, the Chasse imagery they
employed was vastly different from that in the liturgical books and books of hours commissioned
by or for members of the royal family examined in Chapter Two. Like the Valois before them,
Etienne II Petit and Jean II Nicholaï chose to include depictions of the Grande Chasse, a
prerogative historically associated with kings and queens.22 However, the ‘still life’ type these
‘new men’ utilized was different than the images previously used by royal patrons. This
becomes apparent when we recognize that the bulk of earlier Chasse images, such as those in
Heures of Jeanne II of Navarre (1336) (Figure 10.0) and the Bréviaire à l’usage de Paris (1410)
(Figure 14.0), depicted relic translation and how the relics were used. The earlier images thus
revealed how the Chasse came to be, and thereby confirmed, by analogy, how the Valois were
legitimatized by the Old Testament kings and their Capetian connection to Christian virtue via
Saint Louis. However, neither Etienne I or Etienne II Petit, nor Jean II Nicholaï, could claim a
role in that exalted history or lineage – and the images they commissioned reflect that distinction.
Instead, I suggest that the ‘still life’ Chasse type the ‘new men’ adopted promoted their
access to the Grande Chasse and, by extension, their access to royal patrons. The Chasse images
were in books of hours, devotional books intended for long looking and deep contemplation.
This exercise would have promoted the same self-affirmation that I identified as a motivating
factor for the production of the Chasse imagery studied in Chapter Two. As members of the
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royal household the Petits and Nicholaï would have been allowed to see the Chasse in a way that
few ever did: at Mass, with the royals, at eye level.23 At such a moment, these ‘new men’ might
have looked directly inside the cabinet, the view recorded in the ‘still life’ Chasse images. The
images suggest the patron’s direct access to the Chasse, and, by extension, to the king. This
proximity further strengthened evidence of their bond with royal authority, reaffirming to the
owner that they had, indeed, risen in status, and belonged to a rarefied circle of influence. As
members of the king’s council, Etienne II Petit and Jean II Nicholaï would have had access to a
prototype for the ‘still life’ type, found in the Missel de la Ste-Chapelle (1306) (Figure 19.0), but
reference to that earlier manuscript does not fully explain the sudden reemergence of the type.
While the ‘still life’ type of Chasse image had roots in the noble Missel de la Ste-Chapelle
(1306), I suggest it also had equal reference to a populist devotional form: the woodcut relic
print.
III.

OUTSIDE INFLUENCES

Considering the ‘still life’ Chasse images within the broader context of sixteenth century
visual culture suggests they were likely influenced by the newly popular genre of still-life
painting as well as prints. The period was marked by an explosion of interest in collecting
assemblages of natural objects that extended to the appreciation and study of the same, apart
from any religious associations. Wealthy patrons began to collect geological, animal, and
botanical specimens, creating extensive cabinets of curiosities. Depictions of these collections
(as well as vanitas imagery) became increasingly popular throughout Europe, but especially in
the North. By the sixteenth century, the tradition of still life as a genre was enjoyed by the elite
as well as the upwardly mobile.24 It is possible that the ‘new men’ were influenced by this genre
on their ascent to nobility, as well as other popular imagery originating from German devotional
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prints.
Since the proliferation of the ‘still life’ Chasse type in the fifteenth century is here
identified with the patronage of recently ennobled men and not the nobility, it is therefore
important to understand the format of popular devotional images with which such men may have
been familiar. Another likely source for the ‘still life’ Chasse image is the devotional woodcut,
an inexpensive type of print readily available to common, ignoble men. While devotional
woodblock prints took many forms, a group of fifteenth-century German broadside prints
depicting the Imperial relic collection depict the contents of the imperial relic treasury in a way
that invites direct comparison to the ‘still life’ Chasse images.25 Examples include devotional
prints like the German woodcut Print of the Relics of the Holy Roman Empire (PD 1916, 0913.1,
c. 1480-1496, The British Museum, London) (Figure 22.0) and the Broadside of Relics from
Kloster Andechs (PD 1895,0122.188-89, c. 1496, The British Museum, London) (Figure 31.0).
The German woodcut Print of the Relics of the Holy Roman Empire (Figure 20.0) by
Hans Spoerer (1480-1496) provides an example of the popular large-scale prints/broadsides, or
large single-sheet prints, in circulation that depicted the ‘still-life’ type of imperial relic
collection. This broadside (Heiltumsblätter) measures 43.4x29.8 cm and depicts the relics of the
Holy Roman Empire held in the Imperial Treasury at the Hofburg Palace in Vienna, Austria.
Included in the print are relics of the True Cross, spines from Christ's Crown of Thorns, and
Charlemagne’s sword, robe, and scepter. The Holy Lance was central to the collection and was
prominently featured. As with the Crown of Thorns in the Sainte-Chapelle collection, the Lance
was deeply valued as one of the few contact relics of Christ.26 The importance of the Holy Lance
is indicated in the print by its placement in the composition and its size. The size of the Lance as
illustrated in the woodcut was claimed to be a "true copy" of the Lance (measuring 50.8 cm in
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height and 7.9 cm in width), making the holy artifact more tangible for pilgrims.27 The broadside
is comparable to the Chasse ‘still life’ illuminations in the Morgan Psautier-livre d’heures de la
famille Petit, the Stonyhurst Livre de prières de la famille Petit, and the privately held Heures
dites de la Sainte-Chapelle (Figures 16.0-18.0), in that all devote individual attention to the
reliquaries, identifying the objects within via carefully organized labels. The German print
shows the reliquaries in full color, but with unnatural placement. There is no spacial component
to the German print, and no indication of locale. While the French Chasse illuminations depict
the reliquaries within the Chasse, thereby creating a more naturalistic vision, the broadside
merely illustrates the forms of the reliquaries, labeling for ease of viewing. Both the broadside
and Chasse relics are shown as a collection of holy objects, although only the Chasse relics
reference their cupboard context. This places a greater emphasis on the importance of the
Grande Chasse itself.
Broadsides in particular were meant to be communal. Their size suggested a larger
audience, even if viewers could also meditate on the image independently as a devotional object.
The communal nature of devotional prints is not to be underestimated; the devotion of the
audience is what authenticates a relic.28 Relic prints and broadsides primarily functioned as
souvenirs that could also be utilized as devotional images.29 For instance, pilgrims traveling to
see the relic collection of the Holy Roman Empire located in Vienna could purchase single-leaf
woodcut broadsides (such as the Print of the Relics of the Holy Roman Empire (Figure 20.0)).30
Often, broadsides included text, which further identified the location of the depicted relics, the
specific relics housed there, and the date of the religious event.31
While the imagery and organization were similar, the intended audiences for the
illuminated images of the Grande Chasse and its contents and Imperial relic prints were vastly
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different. The illuminated manuscripts were personal and intended for viewing only by the
owner and those lucky few with whom the owner wished to share the imagery. The devotional
relic prints were intended for widespread distribution and viewing by anyone who could afford
them, especially pilgrims. Relic books, a bound and expensive alternative to the broadsides, were
available in the late fifteenth century to wealthy German patrons, attesting to the popularity of
the devotional print in all economic circles. Single prints were an inexpensive alternative to
hand-made illuminated manuscripts. They were far more accessible to common people, making
it likely that families like the Nicholaï and the Petit were familiar with this printed broadside
format long before their ascent to nobility. Single devotional prints were made with traditional
printer’s ink, a much less expensive alternative to the more costly printed relic-books and
illuminated manuscripts.32 The popularity of early devotional woodcuts is confirmed by
estimates that as many as ten thousand Northern European prints exist today from the fifteenth
century, many of which are devotional prints. It must be clarified that the totality of early print
production cannot be ascertained. It is difficult to estimate the exact number of prints from this
time period due to their delicate and ephemeral nature; many of the surviving prints are sole
exemplars.33 Such prints are not objects to be valued for the skill they exhibit—though many are
very naturally rendered. Instead, their value lies in their simplicity; they are a direct definition of
the relic collection depicted, displayed for ease of viewing and devotion.34
In her thesis on early modern German prints of reliquaries, Betty Schlothan (2013)
discussed images such as the Heiltumsblätter, Print of the Relics of the Holy Roman Empire
(Figure 20.0). Although she did not include a discussion of Chasse imagery, she similarly
described what I have termed ‘still life’ images as ‘index prints’ due to their indexical nature.35
According to Schlothan, the ‘index prints’ documented the physical reality of the reliquaries,
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with limited references to saintly relics within, creating a sense of “visual inventory.”36 The
identification of major relics, such as the emphasis on the Lance and True Cross in the Print of
the Relics of the Holy Roman Empire (Figure 20.0) reveals the broadsides use as guide for
pilgrims. David Areford states that devotional relic prints “allowed people to learn the basic
features and shapes of the relics and reliquaries, so that they could be recognized when presented
high up on the Heiltumstuhl, or display platform.”37 The very existence of the German devotional
relic prints helps to validate the relics.38 Although there is limited information included on
Spoerer’s broadside itself, the absence of detail still promoted its use as a souvenir and
devotional image. Michael Bury suggests that the printed broadside “fits in with a tradition of
describing holy sites of pilgrimage so as to encourage others to make the journey and to provide
a surrogate experience for those who could not.”39 The multitude of the prints executed served
to promote the life of the relics outside of their churches and religious sites.40 Other examples of
German devotional prints include the Broadside of Relics from Kloster Andechs (PD
1895,0122.188-89, ca. 1496, The British Museum, London) ( Figure 31.0).
Etienne II Petit and Jean II Nicholaï were likely familiar with the popular ‘index’ or ‘still
life’ type of broadside/cataloguing relic collections. If so, it is possible that they have translated
this broadside into a manuscript type to better associate with the French crown when
commissioning the ‘still life’ Chasse images. Their reference to the broadside is apparent,
reflecting the patrons’ humble beginnings. The images in the Morgan Psautier-livre d’heures de
la famille Petit (c.1460) (Figure 16.0) and the Stonyhurst Livre de prières de la famille Petit
(1500) (Figure 17.0) manuscripts commissioned by Etienne II Petit and Jean II Nicholaï differ
from the ‘still life’ image of the Chasse in the earlier Missel de la Ste-Chapelle (1306) (Figure
19.0) in that both the Morgan and Stonyhurst images feature labels that describe the contents of
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each reliquary. The labeling of the reliquaries in the broadsides recalls the labeling in the
illuminated manuscripts commissioned by the ‘new men.’ These features suggest that the
Morgan Psalter and Stonyhurst prayerbook partook of similar concerns (as with popular still-life
painting) of labeling, collecting, cataloguing, and by extension, authenticating. In this case, the
‘still life’ type is suggestive of both the contemporary German devotional prints and the earlier
imagery found in the Missel de la Ste-Chapelle (Figure 19.0). The viewpoint of the ‘still life’
imagery found in both the Morgan and Stonyhurst illuminations makes a statement of elevation;
Etienne II Petit and Jean II Nicholaï came from low beginnings and were able to elevate their
families within the Valois court. As they rose in status, the ‘new men’ appropriated Valois
imagery. By showing the Chasse open—as if the viewer was looking into it—Etienne II Petit
and Jean II Nicholaï suggested that they had access to view the Chasse on par with the king. The
Chasse images would be the perfect affirmation that they had risen from lowly beginnings to
become a member of the king’s inner circle. They did, in fact, belong.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I suggested that a type of Chasse image rarely seen before, what I have
identified as the ‘still life’ type, was adopted by the ‘new men’ like the humbly born and recently
elevated Etienne II Petit and Jean II Nicholaï in their commissioned illuminated manuscripts.
The adoption of the ‘still life’ Chasse imagery suggests that after Etienne II Petit and Jean II
Nicholaï were raised in status by the king, the Petit and Nicholaï patrons began to emulate the
same visual language that the princes of the past centuries utilized— images depicting the
Grande Chasse of Sainte-Chapelle and its relic collection as a sign of kingly association. As
such they continued the tradition, established earlier by the Valois, utilizing images of like the
Chasse collection to reinforce legitimacy.41 The images, with their limited audience, appear to
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have served as a personal reminder that told the owners that they had achieved the goal of
elevation to the inner circle of those in highest service to the nobility. By the sixteenth century,
then, images of the Grande Chasse aided in constructing and reinforcing courtly identity for both
Princes of the Blood and for the recently ennobled families alike.
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CHAPTER 4
THE DISSEMINATION OF SAINT LOUIS
The seventeenth century marked an important change in depictions of the Grande Chasse.
As Chapter Three demonstrated, a ‘still life’ type of Grande Chasse imagery was utilized in the
late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries by recently ennobled men with close association to the
king. Illuminated manuscripts such as the Psautier-livre d’heures de la famille Petit (c.1460)
(Figure 16.0) and the Livre de prières de la famille Petit (1500) (Figure 17.0) reinforced their
patrons’ proximity to the crown through the appropriation of Chasse imagery and were intended
to be seen by a select few. Books of hours seldom had large audiences. They were meant to be
seen many times a day, every day, by those who commissioned them. Owning and reading a
book of hours was an intensely personal and meditative act of devotion. By the end of the
seventeenth century, however, the production of the first printed image of the Grande Chasse at
Sainte-Chapelle suggests an alteration in and expansion of the intended audience for Chasse
imagery.
In this chapter, I consider a singular image, an extension of the ‘still life’ type, and the
only print of which I am aware that was dedicated to the Grande Chasse. The print, titled La
véritable représentation des très-saintes et très-précieues Réliques, mis par S. Louys en SainteChapelle…et comme ells sont en une chasse, au-dessus du grand autel d’icelle, et en un tableau
qui est au coste gauche de la nef (Va 225 F, n 21184 1649, Bibliothèque Nationale de France,
Paris) (Figure 21.0) was produced c.1649 in Paris. The print (hereafter referred to as La véritable
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répresentation), was originally intended to be part of a book entitled La Chapelle du Roy ou les
foundations, droicts, exemptions, privilèges…, le catalogue des reliques et autres choses
précieues, les figures ou représentations d’icelles…et généralement tout ce concerne la SainteChapelle…(subsequently referred to as La Chapelle du Roy ou les foundations… ).1
To my knowledge, the only surviving remnant of the larger project is the printed image of
the Grande Chasse, which survives in the single example cited above.2 There is no evidence the
book was ever completed, or that the print of La veritable representation was ever circulated. If
it was distributed as a singular print, the lack of surviving exemplars might be explained by
destruction of royally associated images during the French Revolution. La véritable
répresentation was the only print of the Chasse to be made before the cabinet was destroyed.3 As
such, it represents an anomaly within the genre of Grande Chasse imagery, which was
traditionally dominated, as we have seen, by painted miniatures in illuminated manuscripts, as
argued here.4 Despite the art-historical significance of La véritable répresentation and the
intriguing possibilities it represents for considerations of reception, the print has only been
addressed in catalogue entries and never before been the subject of a focused, art-historical
discussion.
This chapter represents the first extended consideration of the print, the context
surrounding its commission, and the political motives that may have inspired its production. As
suggested here, La véritable répresentation clearly mimicked the format of the earlier ‘still life’
images found in illuminated manuscripts and discussed in Chapter Three, such as folio 137v in
the Heures dites de la Sainte-Chapelle (folio 137v, 1506, Private collection) (Figure 18.0).
However, this thesis posits that even as La véritable répresentation adhered to the ‘still life’
type, the Chasse print was intended to function differently than similar images in earlier
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illuminated manuscripts. I suggest that, as a product of mechanical reproduction intended for
distribution and not private consumption, La véritable répresentation was likely meant to reach a
larger audience than earlier depictions of the Chasse, albeit a still-restricted circle of only the
wealthiest and noble buyers.5 Only a handful of people may have had access to the earlier books
of hours and liturgical manuscripts containing images of the Chasse, but the printed page could
double (if not triple) the audience for such imagery. However, a printed book of this magnitude
would still have a small viewership due to the expensive of printing on this scale. Additionally, I
offer hypotheses regarding why the project was never completed and speculative suggestions
about its historical merit are offered. As is demonstrated here, the print represented – at least in
intent - the translation of an image that was historically private and noble to one that was more
accessible to a larger, if still constricted, audience.
I.

THE LONE PRINT

The single surviving example of La véritable répresentation (Va 225 F, n. 2184, 1649,
Bibliotheque nationale de France, Paris) (Figure 21.0), is a black relief print on white paper. The
interior of the Grande Chasse is depicted, sandwiched between French text both above and
below. The Chasse interior follows the ‘still life’ type defined in Chapter Three; little of the
architecture of the Chasse is visible, there is a defined border, and the reliquaries are carefully
rendered. The forms are established with fine contour lines, demonstrating great skill in incising
the engraving. Labels identifying the twenty-two relics shown are contained within the image
itself, not on the border.
The topmost text proclaims the title of the print, while the bottom text provides French
translation of the letter in Latin from Baudouin II of Constantinople to Saint Louis outlining the
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‘gift’ of the Passion relics in 1238.6 Beneath the letter the text continues, detailing the
commission for and production of the print. It reads:

Extract du privilèges du Roy
Par grace & Priviledge du Roy, il est permis a Pierre Blaise, Conseiller & Aumônier de la
Majeste, & Chapelain de la Sainte Chapelle du Palais à Paris, de faire Imprimer par tel
Imprimeur qu’il voudra choiser, un Livre intitulé, La Chapelle du Roy ou les foundations,
droicts, exemptions, privilèges, Franchises, Libertez, Bulles, Chartres, Lettres, Tileres, le
Cataogue des reliques et autres choses précieuses, les figures ou représentations
d’icelles, tant in Taille-douce qui en bois, & généralment tout ce concerne la SainteChapelle, les Benficies & personne, d’icelle, avec défenses a tons autres que ceux qu’il
aura voulu choisir, de les Imprinter, grauer, vendre, ny débiter Durant le temps & espace
de dix ans, a peine de quinze cens liures d’amende. Et ledit sieur Blaise, en conséquence
dudit Privilège, a permiss a Louise Gelée, veufue de feu Jean Guillemot, d’Imprimer,
cendre & en Taille de bois ou en Taille-douce, La représentation des Saintes &
précieuses Reliques de ladise Sainte Chapelle, par Aéte du 2. Janvier 1649.7
The text indicates that Pierre Blaise (fl. 1649), counselor to the king and chaplain of the SainteChapelle, obtained in 1649 a royal privilege from King Louis XIV (1638-1715) to print an image
of the Grande Chasse. Other records indicate that this was intended for a book entitled La
Chapelle du Roy ou les foundations….8 The planned contents of the rest of the book are
unknown, but the title of the book suggests that the content would be inclusive, bringing together
information on the relics, liturgical use, and daily functions of the Sainte-Chapelle. Biographical
information on Blaise is scarce; he is mentioned in the Catalogue des factums et d'autres
documents judiciaires antérieurs à 1790 and other legal texts, but as yet I have found nothing
relating to his biography or life at court.9 According to the text engraved in La véritable
répresentation, Blaise intended to print the image in Paris under Louise Gilet, the widow of the
printmaker Jean Guillemot. While there are extant examples of prints produced in Louise Gilet’s
workshop, biographical information on Gilet and her husband is also lacking.10 The addition of
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the printed text above and below the image of the Chasse in La véritable répresentation was
revolutionary when compared to earlier Chasse images. So, too, was the identification of the
relics in French; earlier manuscript depictions of the Chasse always featured Latin text.11
II.

CONSIDERING THE COMMISSION

In the text confirming the commission found within the print of La véritable
répresentation, King Louis XIV (1638-1715, r. 1643-1715) is listed as benefactor of the royal
privilege. However, at the time of commission, Louis XIV was only eleven years old, far too
young to been an active agent in such a project. In order to better understand the possible
motivations behind the larger project, La Chapelle du Roy ou les foundations…, it is instructive
to consider the succession of royal power in mid-seventeenth-century France.
King Louis XIII died in 1643, and his five-year-old son and successor, Louis XIV, was
too young to take the throne. Consequently, Louis XIV’s mother, Anne of Austria (1601-1666),
acted as regent until the prince was of age. Cardinal Jules Mazarin (1602-1661) was Louis XIII’s
trusted advisor during his life, as well Louis XIV’s chief minister during Anne of Austria’s
regency.12 Mazarin was from Italy, and was recruited into the Vatican diplomatic service as a
young man. His hard work for the papacy earned Mazarin the attentions of Cardinals Francesco
and Antonio Barberini, nephews of Pope Urban VIII (1568-1644). Mazarin later proved his
diplomatic skills by arranging a truce between the French and Spanish troops at Casal in 1630,
after which Pope Urban VIII entrusted him to travel to Paris on several papal missions. It was
through this interaction that Mazarin cultivated an intimate relationship with Cardinal Richelieu
(1585-1642), the advisor to Louis XIII. In 1639, Mazarin was made a French citizen, and he
secured a cardinalate in 1641. According to Jeffery Merrick (1994), Mazarin was power-hungry
and quick to self-promote. He was named prime minister in 1643, and entrusted as godfather to
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Louis XIV.13 During the regency, Cardinal Mazarin assisted Queen Anne’s regency, serving at
her side with almost equal power. Together they expanded the role of France beyond what Louis
XIII had left them. Mazarin was essentially co-ruler of France alongside the queen, directing
French policy in the name of Louis XIV. Mazarin followed the footsteps of his predecessors—
primarily Cardinal Richelieu— enacting decidedly anti-Habsburg policy and laying the ground
for Louis XIV’s later expansionist policies.14
In a study of power and patronage during the French civil war, or Fronde, Sharon
Kettering (1986) describes Cardinal Mazarin’s political patronage. She suggests he influenced
his political peers via the distribution of goods and resources.15 He also had the power to
advance and protect those under his patronage. In the case of Cardinal Mazarin, this could mean
little more than recommending a man for an office or a promotion, highlighting the power he
wielded politically as the unofficial head of government while the queen was regent.16 In the
past, the crown had traditionally exerted control over its noble class by buying loyalty through
the guise of royal patronage. However, in the mid-1640s, this power to influence the nobility
was diverted from the seat of the king into the hands of the Cardinals Richelieu and Mazarin.
After the ravages of the Habsburg War, there was little left in the royal coffers for distribution to
the nobles, a situation that caused grievances between the crown and the nobility. This loss in
income was one of the reasons the nobility joined forces with the rebellion during the Fronde, as
well as why later political advancement necessarily became tied to political rather than economic
capital.17
Cardinal Mazarin was known for utilizing royal patronage (in the name of Louis XIV) to
placate the rebels during the Fronde. He generously supported those who had switched their
allegiance to him (and the crown). For example, Mazarin displayed his royal patronage by
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allowing the Prince Gaston d'Orleans (1606-1660)—a rebelling noble—to retain his government
in Languedoc. After d'Orleans switched allegiance back to the crown, the prince had his
governments of Champagne and Brie restored to him after the Fronde was suppressed.
D’Orleans was given the additional honor of marrying one of Mazarin's nieces. There are
numerous examples of Mazarin’s reward and favor for those nobles who returned to the political
fold.18
It was within this political environment that the print of La véritable répresentation was
created. I suggest that in 1649, Mazarin was most likely the unofficial patron of La véritable
répresentation, and that he worked as proxy for the young Louis XIV and used Blaise to carry
out the execution. While the text on the print makes no mention of Cardinal Mazarin, it was
likely he who granted the privilege as a proxy for the king. In fact, the young Louis XIV was
safely outside Paris in that year, securely awaiting the suppression of the Fronde uprisings.
Mazarin had control of the government officials that were left, working with the full authority of
the king in governmental issues.19
As Pierre Blaise was granted permission to print, he had influence over the production of
the Chasse image. Although we know little about Blaise, other than the information provided in
La véritable répresentation and documents listing biological relations, we can glean that he was
not of noble birth but in service to the king. His important position as chaplain of SainteChapelle gave him a somewhat elevated status, therefore aligning his career trajectory with that
of Etienne II Petit. We do not know who selected the image, but even though he was a cleric, in
this context, and in lieu of other information, we might conjecture that the ‘still life’ format
would have appealed to Blaise in the same way it had for the patrons of the Psautier-livre
d’heures de la famille Petit (ms 67, folio 1r,1455-1460, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York)
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(Figure 16.0), the Livre de prières de la famille Petit (ms 45, folio 50v, 1500, Stonyhurst collège
des Jésuites, Lancashire) (Figure 17.0), and the Heures dites de la Sainte-Chapelle (folio 137v,
1506, Private collection) (Figure 18.0) – as an image type identified with royal accessibility,
legitimacy, and privilege.
The execution of La véritable répresentation (Figure 21.0), and the book in which it
would have potentially formed a part, may well have been designed to reinforce Louis XIV’s
authority and, by extension, the status quo and Mazarin and Blaise’s identification with kingly
power. Louis XIV was born a Bourbon, a cadet branch of the Valois family, and not a direct
descendant of the Capetian line [Appendix 4.0]. The Bourbons originated in 1268, when an
heiress of Bourbon married the son of Saint Louis IX. The house of Bourbon remained a cadet
branch of the Capetians for three centuries, until Henry IV became the first Bourbon king of
France (1589). Louis XIV’s Bourbon parentage made him the target of political criticism from
an early age. Against that backdrop, a print of the Grande Chasse and relic collection, granted by
the king, would have served as a means of disseminating the message of Louis XIV’s legitimate
ties to the traditions of royal authority, and the lineage of Saint Louis IX.20 The choice of the
‘still life’ type, and Mazarin’s likely tacit endorsement of the same for reproduction in the illfated book now seems wholly appropriate. Here we should recall that the ‘still life’ Chasse type
was, from the sixteenth century, favored by ‘new men’ raised to positions of power and influence
within the royal court. Like Etienne II Petit and Jean II Nicholaï, who were elevated in service to
Louis XI, Charles VIII, and Louis XII, both Mazarin and Blaise were servants to King Louis
XIII. Although not ennobled, Mazarin was elevated by the power he was given as godfather and
essentially co-regent to Louis XIV. Blaise, by virtue of being elevated in his position as cleric,
shared a similar career trajectory as Etienne II Petit. Blaise’s role in the commission, and within
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Sainte-Chapelle, suggests that the ‘still life’ imagery would have appealed to both in the same
way it did to the ‘new men’ of previous centuries: the particular eye-level view point of the open
Chasse subtlety suggested that the viewer/patron was on eye-level with the king.
As an individual print or even within the book project, La véritable répresentation would
have had a very limited circulation. The audience for this image would have been small; only
those wealthy enough to afford it would be able to see it. Although the printed media and
translation into French makes La véritable répresentation more accessible, it is important to
remember that its circle of influence was limited to the upper echelons of society.
III.

PRINTS AND POWER

While reference to Louis XIV’s rule and Bourbon lineage (as well as Mazarin’s rise to
power) may explain the employment of the ‘still life’ type in La véritable répresentation as a
manifestation of legitimacy and royal association, it does not fully explain the choice to print the
image, and the implication of public dissemination. The print was executed during a time of
historical study, wherein the French people, and Europeans more broadly, were looking back to
their past. This occurred during a new era of scientific interest prefiguring the Industrial
Revolution.21 The time period was lead, throughout Europe, by the great minds of Nicolaus
Copernicus (1473–1543), Johannas Kepler (1571–1630), and Galileo Galilee (1564–1642).22 An
appreciation for the historical past as seen through a more secular, even scientific lens, began
with the interest of recording human and natural experience. The book La Chapelle du Roy ou
les foundations… is easily understood in this context. The title of the book suggests that the
content would be possibly more inclusive of subject matter typically outside of the scope of
books of hours and liturgical manuscripts, bringing together information on the relics, liturgical
use, and daily functions of the Sainte-Chapelle. This attempt to describe and catalogue France’s
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past is just one facet of the La véritable répresentation project; as suggested in the previous
chapter, devotional prints were, at least historically, populist images, thereby making reference to
the tradition of printmaking an important facet of the present discussion.
Cardinal Mazarin was not liked by the French people. Long before the uprising of the
Fronde in 1648, Mazarin put a moratorium on housing and further raised taxes by fining those
who built houses outside the walls of the city of Paris. As Paris was experiencing a population
boom, those policies were met with anger and resentment. Later, Mazarin constantly needed to
collect funds for war, leading to the later Fronde, or French Civil War.23 He was publically
libeled as the "Sicilian monster," "wilder than those of Africa," and “able to dismember his
political enemies with his fangs and claws.”24 In addition to his unpopular taxation policies,
Mazarin was also accused of a perverse and sexual relationship with Queen Anne of Austria,
whereby the common people conflated his alleged sins of the flesh with the sin of his overextended political reach. To many, Mazarin was a usurper.25
Mazarin was savvy enough to recognize that a populist form of art, such as a relic print,
might appease the nobles to which he was estranged. It is likely that Mazarin selected Pierre
Blaise, not only for his familiarity with the Sainte-Chapelle as its chaplain, but for his ability to
associate with the French people. Mazarin was essentially an outsider. I propose that Blaise,
like the ‘new men’ of the sixteenth century, chose an image that combined royal tradition, the
‘still life’ Chasse type originated in the Missel de la Ste-Chapelle (ms lat. 8890, folio 65v, 1306,
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris) (Figure 19.0), with the populist type and form of
devotional prints. Although unique today as a printed image dedicated to the Grande Chasse, La
véritable répresentation partook of a wider tradition of devotional prints, particularly relic books
and bound manuscripts of devotional prints, which were increasingly popular at the time. As
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such, I suggest, the printed image of La véritable répresentation served as a message to the
people of France (nobility included), which reinforced the idea that Mazarin was in power and
acting with the full authority of King Louis XIV, a legitimate ruler in the tradition of Saint Louis.
By the end of the fifteenth century, German imperial devotional prints such as Hans
Spoerer’s Print of the Relics of the Holy Roman Empire (Figure 20.0) were still produced, but so
too were groups of prints combined into relic books. These were particularly identified with the
German Imperial relic collection. Whereas broadsides, or Heiltumsblätter, were large in scale,
making them perfect devotional objects for public places like churches, relic books featured
bound and printed images of the Holy Roman Empire’s relic collections, and the binding made
them more costly. There are numerous extant examples of relic books from the sixteenth
century, such as the Reliquary Book (or Heiligthumsbuch) (Clarence Buckingham Collection
1948.111, ca. 1510, Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago) (Figures 22.0-2), the Nuremburg RelicBook (Incun, 1487.H4 Rosenwald Coll. No. 120, ca. 1487, Library of Congress, Washington,
DC) (Figure 32.0) and the Bamburg Relic-Book, (Incun.1498.H46 Rosewald Coll. No. 162, ca.
1493, Library of Congress, Washington, DC) (Figure 33.0).
Known simply as the Reliquary Book (or Heiligthumsbuch) (Clarence Buckingham
Collection 1948.111, ca. 1510, Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago) (Figures 22.0-3), the
manuscript was made circa 1510 and the images it contains offer instructive comparisons with Le
veritable representation (Figure 21.0). The Reliquary Book is wrapped in a brown goatskin
leather and contains both woodcuts and engravings on cream laid paper that depict the relic
collection of the Church of All Saints in Wittenburg, Germany. The Reliquary Book was
commissioned by Frederick III (1463-1525) and was printed at Wittenburg by Johannes
Grunenberg. The popularity of the book is affirmed by its existence in two editions, surviving in
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only one known complete example, located today at the Art Institute of Chicago. The lack of
extant copies is no doubt due to the Lutheran storm in the sixteenth century which lead to the
burning of countless works of northern Catholic devotional art.26
At the end of the fifteenth century, worshiping via relics prints had gained much appeal
due to papal dispensations, which granted absolution to the owner. The Elector of Wittenberg,
Frederick III, was a devout follower of the cult of relics. He processed the Church of All Saint’s
collection on holy days, much to the celebration of the townsfolk of Wittenberg. It was Frederick
III who expanded the relic collection to become one of the largest of its time, rumored to include
some five thousand and five relics. He followed the already-established tradition of publishing
Heiligthumsbuch to promote his vast relic collection.27 He commissioned his court painter Lucas
Cranach the Elder, already celebrated throughout Germany for his skill, to design his
Heiligthumsbuch.28 The title page of Cranach’s Reliquary Book (folio 1v) features an engraved
double portrait of Frederick III and his brother, John (Figure 22.1). The page includes the date
1510 and Cranach’s emblematic device, a winged serpent, as signature. The verso features a
woodcut of the Church of All Saints (Figure 22.2). The following forty-four pages contain one
hundred and sixteen wood block prints of the reliquaries in the collection, printed on both recto
and verso, all presented from a frontal view and in great detail (example Figure 22.0). The
images are accompanied by descriptive text in German, rather than Latin, which labels the
reliquaries depicted and describes their contents. After production, the book was so popular that
a second edition was created.29 The books were then sold to anyone who could afford them, but
the access was still extremely limited.
The import of popular devotion to the cult of relics was not lost on the rulers of the
period, including, it seems likely, Cardinal Mazarin in France. As the French had recently
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ceased major involvement in the Thirty Years War, The Treaty of Westphalia (1648) was
arranged only a year before the execution of La véritable répresentation, the adoption of the
printed form traditionally identified with Germany, may have been a pointed one.30 The
identification of Heiligthumsbuch with imperial prerogatives, via traditional references to
German-born forms of relic veneration, may have held particular appeal as a sign of French
victory. As the Holy Roman Empire had a longer ruling lineage than that of France, Mazarin via
Louis XIV would naturally have wanted to emulate it.31 To secure the Bourbons within the
Capetian narrative, drawing similarities between the long and historic reign of the Germanic
monarchs (with their ties to Catholic devotional images) would have been desirable. Saint Louis
desired to create a Western Jerusalem in Paris, and all of the successive kings of France had
carried on that tradition. The French did not see the Germans as religiously superior; the French
had long decried the Germans as usurpers of their rightful imperial lineage via Charlemagne.
Publishing the equivalent of a Heiligthumsbuch in France, or at the very least circulating a
printed image of the Grande Chasse, may well have, at the time, represented a triumphal message
regarding the legitimacy and lineage of Louis XIV and the reputation of France.32 As Mazarin
wanted to secured and affirm the loyalty of the nobility, the only audience wealthy enough to
afford the proposed book, La Chapelle du Roy ou les foundations…, they were likely the
intended audience. With this in mind, the print La véritable répresentation may have been a
means of nationalistic propaganda, proclaiming the legitimacy of Louis XIV and the superiority
of France as a religious nation.
IV.

THE PROJECT ABANDONED

Although there are no records that shed light on why the La Chapelle du Roy ou les
foundations… project never reached fruition, the fact that it was meant to be distributed, even
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amongst a select audience of nobles, is made readily apparent by both the printed format and the
translation, on the lower half of the sheet, of the letter between Saint Louis and Baudouin II into
French. In point of fact, both the production of a printed image of the French relic collection and
the incorporation of text in the vernacular was more in line with the tradition of German relic
books than the rich history of Chasse images in illuminated manuscripts. Recognizing this offers
new insights regarding both the possible purpose for commission of the print, and the book of
which it was intended to form a part, as well as why the project was apparently abandoned.33
I have suggested possible motives for the creation of the print, as well as its intended
audience. What is left to explore is why the project was never published. While there is no
extant documentation that explains the failure of the publication of the book, and the
dissemination of the print La véritable répresentation reference to the contemporary political
climate offers several possibilities. When La véritable répresentation was produced and the book
likely being compiled, a series of revolts took place. The very climate that may have prompted
Cardinal Mazarin to confer the privilege to Blaise to produce La véritable répresentation might
have prevented its completion. The Civil War of France, or Fronde (1648-1653) was comprised
of numerous popular uprisings, beginning in Paris in May 1648 when the French judicial courts
and the Parliament met to present twenty-seven reform demands to the young King Louis XIV.
After a revolt displaced the king from his palace at the Louvre, the judges controlled the city of
Paris. By 1649, the disagreement and related uprisings had escalated into a civil war. In January
1650, the second stage of the Fronde began, known as the noble Fronde for the involvement of
many notable members of the nobility joining the rebellion. Cardinal Mazarin, hated by the
rebelling nobles, was able to raise an army and squash the uprising in February 1653.34 The
constant necessities of war may have made the printing of a book a rather low priority.
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Additionally, involvement in the conflict may have made it politically unpalatable to commission
additional works other than La véritable répresentation because of the association of printed
media with the German enemy of the Thirty Years War (1618-1648). The dangerous climate
may have also necessitated Pierre Blaise’s ceasing of projects in Paris as he was technically a
government employee.
Financial issues represent a second possible reason for the abandonment of the project.
Books were costly to manufacture, not just to purchase. Between 1649 and 1651, roughly the
period when the book was being composed, Pierre Blaise was in litigation for lack of payment of
his salary.35 It is possible that the withdrawal or complete lack of Blaise’s private funding during
this endeavor meant its inevitable failure of publication. While Mazarin's focus on the revolts
may have been distraction enough, his continual need to raise money for the war against the
Habsburgs and the costs of the Fronde may have prevented the printing and distribution of the
print and book. It is possible that the printing and distribution of the book took a backseat to the
dramatic and dangerous political climate.36
Finally, there may have been tactical reasons that the final publication was never realized.
The medium of print was meant to reach more people and had wide appeal to French people
outside of the court. Even though printed books were costly, they were still less expensive than
the illuminated manuscripts in which previous Chasse images occurred. Printing in the
vernacular and using the ‘still life’ form, already appropriated for its appeal to non-royal court
members, suggests that La véritable répresentation (Figure 21.0) would be perfect as a populist
image. Ironically, these very reasons could have seemed dangerously Germanic for the
descendant of Saint Louis. The very Imperial association that made printing popular (a claim
which France had always wanted to make) might have been too much; too German for France,
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and the print medium too connected with Protestantism for Catholic imagery. Indeed, given the
volatile climate of Reformation Europe, abandonment of the project could have been based in
concerns regarding charges of heresy.37 After the Huguenot threat had spread to France and they
had spent the last generation fighting Imperial Germany, the connection may have been
unpalatable. In the ever-worsening conditions between the king’s government and the
Parliament/common people, making such an overt claim to royal access might have been deemed
unwise.
V.

CONCLUSION

As this chapter demonstrates, the unique image of La véritable répresentation (Figure
21.0) is the only example of a print of the Grande Chasse made before the French Revolution.
The medium, coupled with the translation of text describing the letter acquiring the relics of the
Passion into French suggests that the print, and perhaps the book in which the print was meant to
appear, was itself intended to be distributed on a scale larger than that of earlier images of the
Chasse found in illuminated manuscripts. However, it was still a very limited audience. Images
of the Chasse, as seen in earlier chapters, traditionally served both a devotional and political
function, authenticating patrons’ claims to the line of succession and associations with royal
favor. Images of the Chasse appeared, traditionally, during times of political upheaval and were
appropriated in relation to incidents of political insecurity and social climbing. So, too, was La
véritable répresentation. The use of printed media presents the dual nature of this Chasse image;
the print was commissioned during a time of political stress, and conversely, the very same
financial issues of production, the politics, and religion may have been reasons the book La
Chapelle du Roy ou les foundations… was never produced.
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In the seventeenth century, via La véritable répresentation, changing reception of Grande
Chasse imagery is the ultimate consequence of this print. The original imagery of the Chasse in
the thirteenth century varied in the following centuries; the trend of patrons associating
themselves with Saint Louis moved from the inner circles of royalty and nobility outward to a
wider audience. Even though the dissemination of the printed book apparently failed, the
original intent was for the wealthy noble to have access to the Chasse imagery, an effort likely
related to the Fronde and the end of the Thirty Years War. No printed Chasse imagery exists
between the making of the La véritable répresentation and the French Revolution. The Chasse
was uniquely associated with Saint Louis, and over time that ownership was transformed into a
metaphor for France itself. If the patrons were not ready for the mass circulation of the Chasse
image (for a multitude of reasons) in the seventeenth century, they definitely were by the
eighteenth century.
As the book La Chapelle du Roy ou les foundations… was never published, and given the
survival of the print in only one example, it seems likely that the print never circulated. Only
those most intimately associated with this project would have had access to it. As there is no
knowledge of other sections of the intended book project, research dedicated to the larger effort
offers an avenue for future research. Currently unknown sources may help to identify the rest of
the book project and help clarify whether the publication was indeed meant for the public, as
well as clarify why the book was never published.
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1

In addition to the databases of the John Pierpont Morgan Library, Bibliothèque nationale de
France, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Victoria
and Albert Museum in London, and the British Museum, I have searched for information
regarding this print in Durand and Avisseau-Broustet, eds., Le Trésor, 134-135; Stein, Le Palais
de justice et la Sainte-Chapelle de Paris: notice historique et archéologique (Paris: DA Longuet,
1912), 128-9; Leniaud and Perrot, La Sainte Chapelle, 74.

2

Research regarding this image did not yield any additional copies. I have searched the
databases of the John Pierpont Morgan Library, Bibliothèque nationale de France, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London, and the British Museum for other extant prints, but have found none. To
my knowledge, this is the only surviving example.

3

See Durand and Avisseau-Broustet, eds., Le Trésor, 134-35.

4

See Durand and Avisseau-Broustet, eds., Le Trésor, 134-35; Stein, Le Palais de justice, 128-30;
Leniaud and Perrot, La Sainte Chapelle, 74.

5

See Bagnoli ed., Treasures of Heaven, 224-226, cat. 125-27.

6

There are six known surviving copies of this letter, including one from the Centre historiques
des Archives nationales [J 155, Sainte-Chapelle-du-Palais, n. 1 (AE III 1870]; see Durand and
Avisseau-Broustet, eds., Le Trésor, 44.

7

This translates to:
Extract of the Privileges Roy

By Grace & privilege of the king, it is permissible that Pierre Blaise, Advisor & Chaplain of His
Majesty, and chaplain of the Sainte-Chapelle of the palace in Paris, choose a printer of his choice
for a book entitled, The Chapel of the King or foundations, rights, exemptions, privileges,
franchises, liberties, charts, Letters, catalogue of relics and other things precious, figures or
representations of the same, etc., in intaglio and wood & generally all things that relate to the
Sainte-Chapelle, the benefices & individual, with such tones that will want to choose from the
imprinter; sell, debit During the time & space of ten years, worth fifteen hundred. The said Mr.
Blaise, in consequence of that privilege, has permitted Louise Gelée, widow of the late Jean
Guillemot, to print in wood or intaglio, the representation of the Holy Relics & precious objects
of the Sainte-Chapelle, by 2nd of January,1649.
8

A translation of the title reads as follows:

The Chapel of the King, or foundations, rights, exemptions, privileges ... the catalog of relics and
other things precious, figures or representations of hereunto ... and generally anything regarding
the Sainte-Chapelle ...
9

Information on Pierre Blaise is extremely limited, a confounding situation as he had such a high
position. The only documentation (other than La véritable répresentation itself) I have yet to
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peruse. It is the legal documentation of the court case wherein Blaise sues for owed wages,
which can be found in Augustin Corda, Catalogue des factums et d'autres documents judiciaires
antérieurs à 1790: Rabaça-Syrot (Paris: Plon, 1900). This source was requested but unavailable
at the time of publication.
10

Prints attributed to Louise Gilet (sometimes referenced as Marie Louise Gelee) are limited.
She is named as the printer for the image of the Duke of Orleans (1651), and listed as active in
surveys until July 1657. To attain more in-depth biographical data, access to parish records, tax
rolls, and guild records is required. Listed as printer/author of the Contract de mariage du
Parlement avec la ville de Paris. (Paris: veuve de Guillemot, 1649) and Victoria magnanimi et
invictissimi Principi Condaei pro conservation sua et regni et Urbis parisiensis (1652); She is
mentioned in passing as the widow of Jean Guillemot and printer of the Chasse image in RobertDumesnil, Alexandre Pierre F., and Johann Adam B. von Bartsch, Le peintre-graveur français,
ou Catalogue raisonné des estampes gravées par les peintres et les dessinateurs de l'école
française, ouvrage faisant suite au Peintre-graveur de m. Bartsch. 7, (New York: XVIIIth
century shop, 1921), 54; Charles Le Blanc, Manuel de l'amateur d'estampes, contenant 1° le
dictionnaire des graveurs de ..., 279. For her relationship to the Chasse image, see Durand and
Avisseau-Broustet, eds., Le Trésor, 134.

11

Jannic Durrand suggested that this print was likely copied after a painted wooden panel
referenced in the Memoires of the Canon Dongois. A 1790 inventory of the art of SainteChapelle described the panel as "a picture representing St. Louis in contemplation of the treasure
of the Sainte-Chapelle, poorly painted by an unknown author." It was also referenced by Savior
Jerome Morand in his 1790 history of Sainte-Chapelle as follows: "... we note on the altar [of the
Oratory of St. Louis] a large painting representing the inside of the Grande Chasse, with all
the…relics, and St. Louis, kneeling, before those relics." There are no records of the painting
after 1791. The description suggests that the lost painting was similar to the image of the Grande
Chasse in the Heures dites de la Sainte-Chapelle (folio 137v, 1506, Private collection) (Figure
18.0), making it likely that the earlier manuscript image, and the other “still life” images
discussed in the previous chapter, served as models for both the painting and later, the print.
Recognizing this suggests a timeline for production of these related images: the illuminated
manuscripts inspired the lost painting from the king’s collection, and the painting inspired the
print. See Stein, Le Palais de justice, 128-9.

12

Louis XIII renewed the cult of Saint Louis on August 25, 1618. It was only at that point that
the cult was established by papal decree, although it had been popular for centuries. See
Gaposchkin, The Making of Saint Louis, 241; for biographic information on Mazarin in the
preceding paragraph, see Jeffrey Merrick, "The Cardinal and the Queen: sexual and political
disorders in the Mazarinades," French Historical Studies 18 (1994): 670.

13

For biographical information on Mazarin in the preceding paragraph, see Merrick, "The
Cardinal and the Queen,” 670.

14

See Derek Croxton, Peacemaking in Early Modern Europe: Cardinal Mazarin and the
Congress of Westphalia, 1643-1648 (Selinsgrove: Susquehanna University Press, 1999), 128-9;
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Sharon Kettering, "Gift-giving and patronage in early modern France," French History 2, no. 2
(1988): 131-151; Gilbert R. Winham, "Negotiation as a Management Process," World
Politics 30, no. 1 (1977): 87-114; Richard Bonney, "Cardinal Mazarin and the Great Nobility
During the Fronde,” English Historical Review (1981): 818-833; J. A. Bergin, "Cardinal
Mazarin and his benefices," French History 1, no. 1 (1987): 3-26.
15

See Kettering, "Gift-giving and patronage,” 410.

16

See Kettering, "Gift-giving and patronage,” 410.

17

See Kettering, "Gift-giving and patronage,” 418.

18

Longueville, La Rochefoucauld, the duc de Bouillon (and his brother), the vicomte de
Turenne, all are examples of nobles who switched sides in December 1651, and were rewarded
by Mazarin for their support; see Kettering, "Gift-giving and patronage,” 419.

19

See Kettering, "Gift-giving and patronage,” 418-9.

20

See David Potter, "The Bourbons: The History of a Dynasty," The English Historical
Review 124, no. 506 (2009): 164-65.

21

See Margaret C. Jacob, Scientific culture and the making of the industrial West (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1997), 40-100.

22

See Thomas S. Kuhn, The Copernican Revolution: Planetary Astronomy in the Development
of Western Thought 16 (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1957), 142.

23

Mazarin's ambition is a consistent theme of all his biographies; see, for example, Geoffrey
Treasure, Mazarin: the crisis of absolutism in France, (London: Routledge,1995), 47-68; for
patronage of Louis XIV see Sharon Kettering, "Brokerage at the Court of Louis XIV," The
Historical Journal 36, no. 1 (1993): 69-87; J. Russell Major, "Vertical ties through time," French
Historical Studies 17 (1992): 863-71.

24

See Merrick, "The Cardinal and the Queen," 674.

25

See Merrick, "The Cardinal and the Queen,” 667-99.

26

Many early copies were cut down to pieces. My thanks to the Art Institute of Chicago for
allowing me the opportunity to see this wonderful manuscript in person. In addition to my
personal observations noted in the body of this paragraph, see Joachim, "A Rare Illustrated Book
by Cranach,” 8-11; Ivan Gaskell, "The Imagery of Incitement,” Art History 5 (1982): 366-70.

27

Older churches (Vienna and Bamberg) had published their own books. For examples, see
Figures 22.0-22.2 within this document and information found in the brief but informative
Joachim, "A Rare Illustrated Book by Cranach,” 8-11.
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28

The historiography of Lucas Cranach the Elder goes back as far as the sixteenth century. The
literature tends to be remarkably scarce given the popularity of his work. Scholars have
researched ad nauseum the details of this artist’s biography. For more on Cranach see Joachim,
"A Rare Illustrated Book by Cranach,” 8-11; William Burke and Lozier Munro, "Lucas Cranach
the Elder," The Art Bulletin 18 (1936): 25.

29
30

See Joachim, "A Rare Illustrated Book by Cranach,” 8-11.
Kettering, “Brokerage at the Court,” 69-87; Major, "Vertical ties through time," 863-71.

31

Andreas Tacke, "With Cranach’s help: Counter-Reformation Art before the Council of
Trent," in Cranach, ed. Bodo Brinkmann, London: Royal Academy Publications, 2007), 81-89.

32

Tacke, "With Cranach’s help,” 81-89.

33

Information in the preceding chapter can be found in Dor, Les reliquaries de la Passion en
France, du V siècle, 135,137, 246, 249; Morand, Histoire de la Ste-Chapelle, 39; Stein, Le
Palais de justice, 149 and pl. XVIII; Leniaud and Perrot, La Sainte Chapelle, 74.

34

See Kettering, "Patronage and Politics,” 409-441; A. Lloyd Moote, "The Parlementary Fronde
and Seventeenth-Century Robe Solidarity," French Historical Studies 2 (1962): 330-55; Richard
J. Bonney, "The French Civil War, 1649-53," European History Quarterly 8, no. 1 (1978): 71100.

35

I have not been able to access the particular texts detailing the court case, but what is known is
as follows. Between 1649 and 1651, roughly the period when the book was being composed,
Pierre Blaise was in litigation for lack of payment his salary. Blaise sued and won the litigation.
See Pierre Blaise, ed. Au Roi et à Nosseigneurs de son conseil. (Requête de Pierre Blaise,
chapelain de la Sainte-Chapelle, au sujet du paiement de ses émoluments, injustement retenus
par les chanoines..,) Paris, 1651. This source was requested but unavailable at the time of
publication.

36

For information regarding the Civil War of France, see information in Kettering, "Patronage
and Politics,” 409-441; Moote, "The Parlementary Fronde,” 330-355; Bonney, "The French Civil
War, 1649-53," 71-100.

37

See Ulinka Rublack,"Grapho-relics: Lutheranism and the Materialization of the Word," Past &
Present 206, no. suppl 5 (2010): 144-66.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Images dedicated to the Grande Chasse at the Sainte-Chapelle and its contents span a five
hundred year period. Without them, we would have limited understanding of the interior of the
Sainte-Chapelle, if any. Although they have been utilized as tools for documentation and
restoration, no research has been completed considering Chasse depictions as a group, why they
were executed in private psalters and books of prayer, their patronage, or the art-historical value
they held. This thesis contextualizes a collection of illustrations and prints that have not
previously been discussed as objects of art-historical import, focusing on selected examples
based on image type and patronage. It is only through the discussion of the images of the Chasse
and its contents that we are able to understand their dynastic importance. Although historically
they have yielded pertinent information on the Capetian, Valois, and Bourbon dynasties as
individual documents, a deeper consideration of the images as a group reveals how the specific
representations of the Chasse and Crown of Thorns—over time—have become symbolic of the
entire visual program, royal heredity, and of course, Saint Louis.
As was demonstrated in Chapter Two, the image of the Crown of Thorns evolved over
the period of three centuries; there were two types of books with two types of images, both
sharing a similar function. After discussing the images of the translation of Crown of Thorns and
biblical lineage of Saint Louis in the ‘Relic’ window and ‘kings’ window of Sainte-Chapelle
(Figure 24.0, 25.0), a parallel between the provenance of the relics and kings was shown. The
contents of the Chasse became entwined with the person of Saint Louis and Capetian identity
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with divine right legitimacy. Within illuminated manuscripts of the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, books meant for personal use and prolonged devotion, the French royals utilized
images of the Chasse and its contents to strengthen claims of succession whenever the right of
succession was in danger, adding Chasse imagery that reaffirmed the owner’s status. Examples
of this can be found in Heures de Jeanne II de Navarre (1330-1340) (Figure 10.0). The women
of the royal line emphasized their ability to create kings. In a time when the direct line of Capet
was literally broken, inclusion of Chasse imagery in illuminated manuscripts proclaimed, to the
owners of the books and the limited few who would have accessed them, their rightful place in
the line of succession. Heredity was just as important a century later, when male patronage of
Chasse imagery was more prevalent. Even when included in liturgical manuscripts, such as
Missal à l’usage de Paris (ms 406, folio 7r, 1410, Bibliothèque Mazarine, Paris) (Figure 15.0),
and the Duc of Bedford Missal (CL 22847, folio 83v, 1424-1432 (1837 copy), Musée Nat. du
Moyen-Age, Paris) (Figure 3.0), depictions of the Chasse in use identified patrons with the
enduring lineage of Saint Louis. The limited audience of the clergy who utilized the liturgical
books served a similar purpose of the books of hours; the clerics used them often, reaffirming
their rightful support of a holy and divinely sanctioned ruler.
In Chapter Three, I focused on the emergence of a ‘still life’ type of Chasse image during
the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. As we saw, the ‘still life’ type represented a
divergence from the traditional depiction of the translation of the relics of the Chasse from books
of hours (such as the Heures de Jeanne II de Navarre (1330-1340) (Figure 10.0) or the Chasse in
use from liturgical books (as seen in the Missal à l’usage de Paris (1410) (Figure 15.0). In the
‘still life’ type, the Chasse is no longer visible, and the viewer looks directly into the cupboard as
would the king. The images, found in the Psautier-livre d’heures de la famille Petit (1460)
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(Figure 15.0), the Livre de prières de la famille Petit (1500) (Figure 17.0), and the Heures dites
de la Sainte-Chapelle (1506) (Figure 18.0), were commissioned by Etienne II Petit and Jean II
Nicholaï, ‘new men’ in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth-century Valois court. Raised in
status by the king, I suggested that they began to emulate the same visual language that the
princes of the past centuries utilized. The ‘still life’ type represented ideas of personal promotion
and the construction of legitimate identity for both the early Valois princes and the ‘new men’
who commissioned them.1 The images of the Grande Chasse linked the Nicholaï and Petit
families to royal prerogatives.2 Even though the images would only be seen by the owners and a
select few, by patronizing the same artists as imagery as the royals, they personally reaffirmed
their new status on a daily basis.
Chapter Four discussed a print, La véritable répresentation des très-saintes et trèsprécieues Reliques (1649) (Figure 21.0) from a book, La Chapelle du Roy ou les foundations… .
As the only example of a print of the Grande Chasse made before the French Revolution, the
print was intended to be distributed farther than the small, intimate circles of previous Chasse
imagery found in illuminated manuscripts. Although the print was apparently never circulated,
the Chasse image shifted to a different audience, of nobility. I posited possible financial,
political, and religious reasons for the failure of the book.
Although the focus of my thesis resides with the images of the Chasse executed during its
existence (i.e., prior to its destruction), it is important to note that at least two images produced in
the eighteenth-century further my discussion. These are the images made for Sauveur-Jérôme
Morand’s extensive history on the Sainte-Chapelle, Histoire de la Ste-Chapelle Royale du
Palais, enrichie de planches; par M. Sauveur-Jérôme Morand, chanoine de ladite église,
présentée à l'assemblée-nationale, par l'auteur, le 1 juillet 1790. The first of these is the print La
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Tribune de la Grande Chasse (Va 9, folio 54, 1790, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris)
(Figure 8.0). Charles Nicolas Ransonnette (1745-1810) made the engraving in 1790 after a
seventeenth-century drawing by François Roger de Gaignières.3 Gaignières (1642-1715) was a
historian in the court of Louis XIV, who was granted permission to sketch the Grande Chasse,
the tribune, and the platform on which it rested for posterity. The image was never circulated
until it was made into a print over a century later. The lost drawing was likely made during the
same time period when La vèritable reprèsentation (Figure 21.0) was commissioned, possibly
even as part of the same project documenting the Sainte-Chapelle. While this is only my
supposition, the fact that François Roger de Gaignières was a court historian as well as the
similar dates of execution for La vèritable reprèsentation (Figure 21.0) and La Tribune de la
Grande Chasse (Figure 8.0), place these commissions suspiciously close together. Without more
documentation, however, it is difficult to prove. The resulting print is highly detailed and
architecturally based, focusing on how the Chasse was situated in its surroundings versus a focus
on the Chasse itself (Figure 8.1). Considered true-to-life (since it was drawn from observation),
this drawing and subsequent print were instrumental in the reconstruction of the Sainte-Chapelle
in the nineteenth century. It was included in Morand’s text, as well as an extensive inventory
cataloging the treasures of Sainte-Chapelle that were extant in the 1780s.4 As early as 1790,
portions of the Sainte-Chapelle were demolished in anticipation of the destruction of the
Revolution.5
The last image is the engraving The Grande Chasse Open, (4 H 1327/ 2 Inv. 1472 Res.,
1790, Bibliothèque Sainte-Genevieve, Paris) (Figure 4.0). This is the most referenced image of
the Grande Chasse due to the circulation of Morand’s book, Histoire de la Ste-Chapelle Royale
du Palais (1790). However, as Robert Branner (1971) noted in his article on the appearance of
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the Chasse, The Grande Chasse Open is highly inaccurate. While it incorporates the ‘still life’
viewpoint from the previously mentioned Psautier-livre d’heures de la famille Petit (ms 67, folio
1r, 1455-1460, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York) (Figure 16.0), it also attempts to capture
the exterior appearance of the Chasse. Through the open Chasse we can see the relic collection
on display, and where the border of the image ends in the Psautier-livre d’heures de la famille
Petit, the engraving continues to show the architecture of the Chasse as a cabinet form resting on
sculpted lions. While this depiction is far from verisitic, it represented the first attempt to show
the Chasse in its entirety, apart from a narrative or functional context.6 This image has been the
subject of focused art historical discussion, but the connection to earlier works is yet to be
explored. Morand’s prints—while outside the scope of this paper—are an important addition to
the discussion begun here.
The present study raises additional avenues of future inquiry. In Chapter Two I discussed
the depictions of the Crown of Thorns as representative of the Chasse collection. While my
focus was on the Crown of Thorns as emblematic of the Grande Chasse and Saint-Louis, a more
in-depth consideration of the Crown of Thorns imagery within and beyond the fourteenth,
fifteenth-and sixteenth-century French court may yield fruitful research. Understanding the
extent of this emblem, as well as other possible associations outside of France, may be of import
to the understanding what lengths the Crown of Thorns imagery travelled. In Chapter Two I also
considered the specific reasons women of the royal family inserted images of the Chasse
translation into their books of hours. While my intentions were specific, a broadening of
Melanie Gaposchkin’s work on potential gender issues could also yield more insights into the
promotion of Saint Louis by females connected to the line of succession.7 While I discussed
possible reasons for the commission of illuminated manuscripts versus printed images of the
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Chasse in Chapters Three and Four, a more detailed study focused on the French court and
printmaking could be extremely fruitful. To my knowledge, no such research has been
completed which might shed light on why the French continuously preferred illuminated
manuscripts. The extent to which the Valois encouraged or completely avoided print as a
medium might shed light on the effect of political tensions within the art world.
The initial images of the Chasse and its reliquary contents were commissioned during
times of political tension among the patrons as the literal and spiritual descendants of Saint
Louis. Each image, from the narrative translation images to the ‘still life’ interiors of the Chasse
cupboard, were depicted to link to Capetian rule and sanctity. As the idea of the holy French
state grew over time, Saint Louis and his Grande Chasse became more than an emblematic
device for the royal succession and royal association; they became emblematic of France itself.
This is apparent after the French Revolution, when after the destruction of kingly imagery was
over and Morand collected images of the Chasse for publication. Shown in print and distributed,
the reception of the eighteenth-century images is markedly different from the previous centuries.
The connection between French identity and the Grande Chasse after the seventeenth-century
would be a worthy enterprise for future art historical research. These pursuits could further
validate the Chasse as a lasting symbol of dynastic succession, and prove once again the Grande
Chasse and its collection at the Sainte-Chapelle has its own historical lineage. The Chasse
reiterates the bond of royal blood via representations in glass, paint, and ink.
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See Courts Naumann, "The Politics of Devotion,” 1.
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Detail from “Relic” Window of Sainte-Chapelle, Coronation, c. 1248, Paris,
Stained glass.

25.0

Detail from “Kings” Window, King David, Sainte-Chapelle, c. 1248, Paris,
Stained glass.
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26.0

Detail from “Passion” Window, Christ Crowned with Thorns, Sainte-Chapelle, c.
1248, Paris, Stained glass.

27.0

Louis healing the sick, Heures of Jeanne d'Évreux (ms 54.1.2, folio 142v, c.
1320-1334, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York), Illuminated manuscript.
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27.1

Louis burying the bones of Christians at Sidon, Heures of Jeanne d'Évreux (ms
54.1.2, folio 159v, 1320-1334, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York),
Illuminated manuscript.

28.0

Louis transporting the Crown of Thorns, Savoy Hours/Heures of Blanche
Savoie (ms 390, folio 279r, c.1307, Yale University, New Haven),
Illuminated manuscript.
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29.0

Crown of Thorns, Anne d’Brétagne Prayer Book, (ms M.50, folio 13,
c.1492-1495, John Pierpont Morgan Library, New York), Illuminated
manuscript.

30.0

Crown of Thorns, Claude de France Prayer Book, (ms M.1166, folio 51v, c.
1517, John Pierpont Morgan Library, New York), Illuminated manuscript.
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31.0

Broadside of Relics from Kloster Andechs (PD 1895,0122.188-89, c. 1496, The
British Museum, London), Print.

32.0

Nuremberg Relic-Book (Incun, 1487.H4 Rosenwald Coll. No. 120, Library of
Congress, Washington, DC.), Printed book.
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33.0

Bamburg Relic-Book, (Incun,1498.H46 Rosewald Coll. No. 162, c. 1493,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.), Printed book.
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